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M'NAMARA CASE

EXPLAINS LACKCF FUCUCITY
SECRETS
SAYS UNBOSOMING OF
THE
WOULD HAVE SPOILED
WHOLE PROCEDURE

a

AMERICANS IN BERLIN
ISerlin, July 19. Thirteen members
of the American Olympic team arrfyed here today to participate in the
athletic games which are to be held
next Sunday. There Is the greatest
interest among German spcrtsmen at
the prospect of another meeting bfr
tween Meredith and Hans Braun, who
the Germans claim would have won
the- 800 meters flat race at Stockholm
if he had not been boxed, and In the
high jump of Horine, who is deter
mined to remove the stain of his de
feat at the Stockholm games.
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EIOHT DAMES ARE ARRESTED AFRAID

OF

BY HIM.

THE

"FORCE"

THEY ARE FOUND TO BE IN POS-- SAYS, HOWEVER, THAT. HE WILL
. SESSION
TELL THE DISTRICT ATOF DYNAMITE
AND INFLAMMABLES.
TORNEY EVERYTHING.

j

CITY EDITION,

POLICE . GETTING PROGRESSIVES' IN
ADDITIONAL

Stone 1
Out

On Top.

I

the fame as they are toward murder
or
bribing legislatures.'
AM
Fredericks questioned the witness
closely as to the status of the negotiations on Thanksgiving Day, two
AN
OF
days after Franklin was arrested.
Steffena acknowledged that he had
asked Mr. Chandler to go to the district attorney and have the Franklin
bribery cases dropped, and added:
"I wanted the whole thing swept
ARE FIRST TO MAKE
NOTED WRITER ASSURES COURT clean, so that there) would be no more ATTEMPTTO SET FIRE TO THEA ALL EVIDENCE IN ROSENTHAL KANSA-NTER IN WHICH ASQUITH
MURDER CASE IS AGAINST
ATTACK ON THE TAFT
HE IS "RADICAL, IN FACT, A
prosecutions connected with the case,
In order that the plan of the Cltlsens'
IS TO SPEAK.
THE OFFICERS.
CHRISTIAN"
FORCES.
committee for new relations between
labor and capital In Los Angelea could
TELLS A FEW FACTS GO TO THE SITKEEIE COURT
EITL BATCHET AT PREMIER
KSAL be consummated."
TESTIFIES IN
Steffens said he took that action on
his own initiative without tbs con OFFICIAL LUCKILY IS MISSED SAYS HE
KNEW
POLICEMEN ASK FOR MANDAMUS TO COMPEL
HE TELLS OF THE NEGOTIATES sent of Darrow.
BY
THE
TO
WERE
INSTRUFLYING
OCCUPY CAR
THE HOLDING OF PRIMARY
LEADING TO THE CLOSE OF

1

Rolling

Never Comes

IN AUGUST,

WARDING

CFF

INJUNCTIONS

IF STUBBS PARTY WINS IN CASE
STANDPATTERS WILL BE
FORCED TO VOTE.

GOOD GOLF PLAYING
19. Playing
Denver, Colo., July
practically at par most of the Ume.
J. Neville of California, present Pad
no coast champion,
had Warren K.
Wood of Chicago one down and
Charles Evans, Jr., of Chicago, had
H. G. Legg of Minneapolis, one down
In the flrBt round of nine holes in the
for the amateur
championship of the Western Golf as
MAZUMA, NEV., IS WASHED OFF
sociation, completed at noon today.
THE MAP BY A WALL OF
Perfect weather resulted . In faster
golf than at any time during the tour
WATER.
nament.
The match play between
Legg and Evans occupied the atten
tlon of tine1 entire gallery on the links. TWENTY-TKEE- E
PEESCNS EIE
The players got off well, having the
first two boles In 5 and ' 4. On the CATASTROPHE
COMES WITHOUT

CLOUDDURST HITS

T01,DR0I!G

,

'

e

semi-final-

MANY

s

third, Legg drove out of bounds, hut
A MOMENTS WARNING
recovered by a spectacular 20 foot putt
TO VICTIMS.
and would have won the hole had It
not been for Evans making a hard
15 foot putt into the hole. Legg evSEARCHING FOR MOKE CODIES
ened things up with Evans on the
fifth when Evans topped his drive and
he was laid a stymie. In the sixth IT IS THOUGHT DEATH LIST
'
and seventh holes, whle were even,
WILL BE INCREASED WHEN
Legg, missed two easy putts. Evans
ALL ARE FOUND.
won the eighth When Leggs hall, after a short putt hung on the edge
Reno, Nev., July
of the cup. The ninth was halves after. Evans had made a spectacular parties from Lovelock and surround
townu are scouring the flood-sweapproach out of a bunker Into which ing
canyen and hillsides in the vi
he had driven on the second shot
In the
match Wood cinity of Maama and Sevin Troughs
won the first through a bad drive in luui' omU county, Noada, for
of victims of the catastrophe
Into the rough hy Neville, but at the
second hole" Wood overran the green, which wiped out two mining camps
Lata redropping into the bunker, making the late yesterday afternoon.
score even. Neville's long accurate ports from the scene of the lisaster
drives, In which he won the third state that more than a score of boot
hole, were a feature of the forenoon ies have been recovered and It is beThe other holes were even up in al- lieved that the death list will number 30 or more.
most perfect golf.
The dead:

New York, July 19. The murder
Dublin, Ire., July 19. Eight Eng
Topeka', Kan., July a. Acting un
lish women have been arrested by the plot that
brought Herman Rosenthal der Instructions from Governor W.
police in connection with the out to his
death that the gambler might R. Stubbs the attorney general today
breaks here last night on the arrival
filed in the supreme court an appli
of Mr. Asuith by suffragettes who tell no tales, is today being brought cation for a writ of mandamus
have been constantly dogging the closer to the "police system.'' Wil compel county .clerks to prepare the
heels of the British premier since he liam Shapiro, part owner of the "mur
primary ballots for the election of
left England.
der car," Is giving the public prose August 6 and to prevent the adherA.VIATOR
today.
FALLS.
The women are charged with com cutor
information that strengthens ents of President Taft from hinder
Darrow
Devil's Lake, N. D., July 19. Frank pliclty in the attempt to burn down
Franklin had testified that
that
at
belief
the
list
that the slaying of Rosen ing the work by injunction proceed
W. Bell, an aviator of El Paso, Tex, the Dublin theater
had banded him a Jury
where Mr. Asings. The court set the nearing of
looks
u th remark "that
thal did not spring irom the enmity
was Injured yesterday when the steer quith is scheduled to speak
the case for tomorrow morning.
today. A
names
the
to
ing apparatus of his craft broke, pre blazing chair was thrown into the of gamblers.
better." as he pointed
The petition Is a general denial of
end A. J cipitating him 50 feet into a swamp orchestra from a box
f rsnrm N. Lockwood
occupied by two
Shapiro admits thai when his mot the charges brought against the
recalled
he
eald
below. His injuries consisted most women who then set fire to the box
Krueger. Steffens
or car was engaged no was told that Roosevelt presidential electors, in
was an ly of scratches and bru'ses and were curtains.
The fire caused a panic policemen had
the meeting and that there
MRS. McLEAN, Mazuma.
knowledge of what cluding the camplalnt that the sigr
and
Darrow
slight.
effort at concealment by
among the audience.
was going to happen and that nobody natures to the nomination papers
MRS. REESE, Mazuma.
Franklin.
ine eight also are charged with was in any danger. "Bald Jack'" were obtained
EDNA RTJDDELL,
by fraud and false ITALIANS GET THE
postmistress,
complicity in the attempt to Injure Rose,
District Attorney Fredericks plungand friend of Police pretense. The suit- - was Drought in
Mazuma
gambler
Mr.
the
negotiations
into
Asquith
a
hatchet
at
throwing
by
immediately
ed
Lieutenant Becker and who surren- the name of the attorney general on
MRS. FONCANNON, Mazuma.
trial. CONGRESSMEN
his carriage as the party was proceed dered himself to the
III
for the ending of the McNamara
of the state and the eigot
has
behalf
givCHILDREN OF MRS.
police,
BATTLE THREE
ing from the wharf to the hotel. Mrs. en the name of a gambler and a gun Roosevelt
He asked the witness why no publicMazuma.
presidential electors. " The
Stefone
Mary Leigh,
of the suffragettes
ity was given the negotiations.
MIKE WHAL'UNG; Mazuma.
fighter who was in the car the night petition declares that the eight men
DEFEND MR. TAFT under arrest, was identified
as the that Rosenthal
fens replied that their objection
was shot down in were chosen by republican district
PERRY GILLISPIE, Mazuma.
thrower of the hatchet. It is alleged front of the '.Hotel
His conventions as the. iroper persons to ATTACK DARDENELLES AND LOSE
FOURTEEN UNIDENTIFIED PERMetropole.
by the police that .she intended to name is
"
TWO OF' THEIR EIGHT
had been
'
'
SONS.
Schapps, and detectives are represent those districts in the Kan
i:iently, ho said, this
.
' rj
it,n
brain Mr. Asuith. Ws. Leigh has
Wli .L WORK TO HAVE HIS
--V
iu
wnicn
in
P?....manner
him.
the
the
sas
for
TU
electoral
pity
scouring
college.
proved' by
missing;
long been a leader in the violent
RATIFIED BY REnews. He
Mrs. Kehoe, Mazuma.
What Rose told ieputy folice Com
country had received the
of
tactics
the
militant
PUBLICAN MEMBERS.
suffragettes. missioner
Was certain that publicity beforehand
Constantinople, July l'J. Eight Ita
jwazuma is situated
in a narrow
Dougherty makes the v po
What Will Deneen Do?
As far back as July, 1908, Bhe was ar
lian torpedo booats attacked the en canyon about half a mile
lice official feel quite anxious to know
would have resulted In failure of the
below Sev19.
Gover
Whether
Chicago,
windows in a
Washington,
July 19 Republican resieu ior weaKing
trance of the Uardenelles at 1:30 o' en Troughs. At the latter
about "Bridgie" Webber, pool nor Deneen July
plan.
more(
place no
will support President clock . this
at- leaders of the senate ana house are demonstration in London.
The Turkish loss of life' lias been
morning.
room keeper and rriend of Rosentnal.
"Mr. Steffins," said the district
hut
reported,
or
Colonel
Taft
The
was
Roosevelt
at the forts replied vigorously, sinking twt
police found quantities of gun Rose
an avowed preparing to defend President Taft's
said when he ieft the car up
practically all the buslneees houses,
torney, "I believe you are
Roosevelt headquarters admittedly of the Italian
nomination with speeches on the powder, kerosene and other ' inflam town
warships and damaging residence and mills were wiped out
he dropped in on Webber, but the most
anarchist"
floor.
Senator Root has been sug- mame materials in the rooms occu
important question today af the other six. The cannonade lasted At Mazuma a
later
it
that
Webber
solid wall of water fifturned
an
anarchist,"
appears
than
"Yes, and worse,
fecting the third party movement so 45 minutes. The cabinet ministers teen feet in
gested to make the leading speech pied by the arrested suffragettes. The up at the Hotel
be
deal in
Metropole
height
am
swept down the
a
great
"I
just
as
the
Illinois
is
reply.
was
far
concerned Upon it were
officials claim to have evidence show
the senate. Representatives
'
hurriedly called to the palace narrow canyon without warning and
fore Rosenthal was shot and there will
more radical. I believe in Christiandepend largely,7 it was said, the this
are preparing ing that the plans of the militant
and Mondell
morning where, at a council of with great force. It carried everyshook hands with the gambler. Web
'
ity."
speeches for delivery in the house. It
contemplated serious outrages. ber also was seen at the hotel after question whether a third party ticket war, it was decided to close the Dar
thing before it and left a desolate
Is to be put out- in Illinois or wheth"Didn't you say during the campaign has been proposed that the statement One of the women arrested last nignt the
danelles.
is willing to er Colonel Roosevelt's name
trail behind.
shooting.
Shapiro
anarchist
an
was
alone is
fceer that if there
prepared "with Mr. Taffs approval de- gave the name of Gladys Evans and tell more of the circumstances that
Tewflck; Pasha, the Turkish ambas
Just how many victims were swept
the
to
be
an
Harrlman,
submitted
as
said
Job
came
from
she
the
of
independent sador at London, who on July 17 was to their deala
fending
England.
delegates might
seating
running against
led up to the shooting of Rosenthal,
probably will not be
candidate.
Mary Leigh, Gladys Evans, Lizzie
socialist that" you would vote for the be introduced Inv both houses by the
appointed grand vizier, has undertak learned until :at tonight at wh!li
but he won't tell them to the police.
Baker
leaders.
Coffer
and
Mary
anarchist?"
appeared in
en to form a hew cabinet.
time tha starching parties expect .0
.
Shapiro, tbrougn nis counsel, ad
the police court here today and were
Above the storm of objections raisconclude their search. Although
In
situation
bad
a
and
committed for trial. The police tes mits that he is
SUSPECT IS ARRESTED
ed by the defense. Steffena replied
searching parties- were busy all
with
will
len
that
he
dealt
be
hopes
tified that a canister, which appar
that he had said something like that DEMOCRATS HOPE'TO
Albuquerque, N. M., July 19. Lu
through the night, their work was
if he tells all he knows of the
iently
district
The
ently contained gun owder, had been
and asked to explain.
20 years old,
I'CO'IBS TO TAKE OVER hampered by; darkness.
murderers and the killing. He is ciano Lopez, a Mexican
witexploded In the theater. They had
Is in the McKinley county Jail In
attorney did not want to let the
Rescue work early brought grue
GAIN ANOTHER SEAT found on Gladys Evans a bag of gun willing to take his chances with the Gallup, accused of being the slayer
ness explain his answer, and Chief
some evidence of the tragedy. The
to
district
he
won't
talk
but
PARTY
OF
PROPERTY
attorney,
powder, a portion of theater carpet
Counsel Rogers of the defense deof Brakeman Edward E. Moore, who
discovery of the bodies of Mr and
saturated with petrol and a basketful the police. For the first time the was shot and killed
manded that Steffens be given that
Mrs. Trenchard, was followed by a
Wednesday
,arly
east
name
Jack"
of
the
"Big
Seelig,
WILL TRY TO OUST REPUBLICAN of lighters. Three bottles of benzine
right.
morning, his dead body being found NEW
DEMOCRATIC
CHAIRMAN surprise wheu it was found that
JN ORDER TO ADMIT
and a tin of gun powder also bad side gang leader and gambler, who re on
"The witness' views would be intopi of his train as it neared the
neither was dead. John Trenchard is
OLD
ON
OFFICIAL
THE
CALLS
was
a
"Chick"
shot
Trlggs,
by
GILL
been discovered hy the police author- cently
structive and enlightening said Roterminal. Lopez was arexpected to die, but hope is held
IN NEW YORK
'
case division
was
into
the
gangster,
brought
Christianities. Their testimony brought out
gers. "We don't often get
cut that his wife x'M recover.
Undersheriff
rested
Pat
hy
Dugan
afThe
this
district
attorney
Washington, July 19. By a strict the fact that many lives had been en- today.
While the precipitation In Lovelock
ity in the court room." The proseternoon had Shapiro and Louis Llbby and City Marshal Fred Myers at Win-gatSeagirt, N. J., July 19. William F.
cution withdrew its objection to an party vote of 6 to 3 the house elec- dangered. The Leigh woman admitis said that Lopez has con- MoCombs, the new chairman of the has been remarf. ably heavy for the
It
Tombs
to
his
office
from
the
brought
tions committee No. 2, today voted to ted throwing the hatchet at Mr.
explanation.
and was closeted with them for near fessed his guilt. The officers took tht democratic national committee, will past thrae day.!, the rainfall has bj.-E. Cat-li- n
Theron
unseat
peace
the
Representative
to
carriage.
Referring
to adequately guard the meet Norman E. Mackt the retiring slight in Seven Troughs. As an 'ndt
ly an hour. A private detective was precaution
of St. Louis, republican, and to
negotiations Stiffens said that during
alleged murderer, because of the pos chairman, in New York today and cation of the utter absence of warning
securhe
In
conference.
Whether
the
his meeting with the Citizens' com- seat former Representative Patrick
MORAN TO FIGHT
ed any new Information from them as sibility of lynching, feeling against probably will effect a transfer of the given the victims, It Is related Uia'lt
mittee he had never Intimated that Gill, democrat. Mr. Catlin's campaign
Los Angeles, July 19. Owen Moran, to the connection of the police with Lopez being high. The $500 reward committee's files and documents to John TrencnarJ hrl remarked to his
wife yesterday nf'n:oon that it lookthe McNamaras would plead guilty. expenses were so great that the com- of England, and Jack White, of
the case, Mr. Whitman refused to say. offered by the Santa, F(e for the arrest the n,ev officers.
t
ed like ra'.n. Ae s'epped to the
"Did you know then, that the Mc- mittee held his election to have beeli cago, will battle for 20 rounds at the Meantime, the
were examining of Moore's murderer, will he paid to
McCombs and Secretary Davies
Mr.
police
door
of
to
store
his
note
condiand
the
Vernon arena tomorrow
Namaras were guilty?" asked the dis- corrupt
Dugan
Myers.
afternoon.
Paul
Sam Paul at headquarters.
attended a meeting of nine members
It was also held that Gill would have
tion of the weather. A few drops of
Both will weigh in at 133 pounds at went voluntarily to Deputy Police
trict attorney.
the campaign committee appointed
of
of
been
use
elected
but
for
the
money
rain had fallen. As he reached the
10 o'clock In the morning.' White was Commissioner
"Yes, I learned it the third day
last night by Governor Wilson. GovDougherty's office.
Catlin's managers. The vote, was
front door he heard a heavy roar and
after I got here. I called on John J. by
at
the
favorite
during
meetbetting
today
did
not
attend
the
ernor
Wilson
6 to 2 to declare Catlin's election
ROW IS STARTED IN
was confronted with a wall of water
McNamara and I learned it from him
10 to 7. The fight will start at 3:30
ing. Topics which were scheduled for fifteen feet
effected.
His majority in the
high, which carried him
.
indirectly."
p. m.
of
discussion were the appointment
PELLAGRA IN ROSWELL.
1910 returns was 1,200.
The resolutwo miles away. It is ,
and
his
wife
"Then knowing a man was guilty, you
FEDERATION MEET advisory, finance and publicity com- believed
tion will be reported to the house tothat many bodies are strewn
Roswell, N. M., July 19. The aptried to hare him go free?"
mittees.
day for action.
over the hillsides in the gulch.
DEMOCRATS ABANDON
pearance of another case of pellagra,
"Yes because the crime was not
After selecting the New York headH.
following the suunen death of H.
CAMERON WANTS BUTTE, MONT., quarters Mr. McCombs' plans to go to
an individual but a social crime a
RIDDER TO TESTIFY.
THEIR FILIBUSTER Bradford fiom ti disease, 1 as occa- DELEGATION THROWN . OUT Chicago with Mr. Davies and make ar- Washington,
APPOINTMENTS OPPOSED
revolutionary and not a legal crime
July 19. Hermann
more
Jr
sioned
or
ss alarm throughOF THE HALL
in which a great mass of people was
Washington, July 19. Opposition
rangements for the opening of head- Ridder of New York, treasurer of the
out
thf
this
section,
notwithstanding
Involved.
has developed in the senate to the
quarters there. No definite decision democratic national committee of
The witness said that he believed confirmation of Clarence B. Edwards MINORITY IN SENATE ALLOWS assurances of physicians that the disCripple Creek, Colo., July 19.
has been reached concerning the lo- 1908 will testify tomorrow before tha
ease Is not contagious, and there is
BUSINESS TO BE RESUMED
he would be justified in helping men as brigadier general, and W. W.
Charging that the mine owners help- cation of the western offices, but it senate committee investigating camno danger of its spreading.
such
committed
crimes.
TODAY
had
ed elect the officers of the Butte, was believed that Denver or San Franas
in
after they
the
Wetherspoon
major general
funds of 1904 and 1908
The second case Is that of a ranch- Mont, local, Thomas Cameron, a mem- cisco would he chosen. The appoint- paign
"In all my talks with the McNa- army. It is understood that in the
Washington, July 19. The abandon- man a short distance from the city, ber of that union, today started a ment of a vice chairman probably will
TRESTLE BLOWN UP.
maras," he said, "1 urged upon them case of General Edwards, who until
ment
of the democratic filibupter In who is suffering from a mild attack
was
of
chief
the
in
the
bureau
at
of
It
was
fight In the Western Federation of be made before the campaign com.labor
going
recently
that
Lexington, Ky , July 19 A large
Bradford's death was most sudden, Miners' convention to oust the dele- mittee adjourns Monday.
trestle belonging to the Roes mines
wrong way just as capital was that insular affairs, many senators believe the senatp, following the agreement for
he has had too little experience In the votes next week on the tariff bills, occurring in a restaurant. He was gates from Butte who were seated
violence was wrong."
Robert S. Hudspeth of New Jersey, in Bath county, where 200 miners are
been
for
Asked whether he would go to the line of the army, while In the case permitted business to start with a eating his supper when he was taken by the credentials committee. Came- has
mentioned
the on strike, was blown up last night
extent of bribing Jurors in assisting of Wetherspoon, the objection Is that rush today. The sundry civil appro- suddenly and violently ill, following ron occupied two hours this morning place. It is the feeling of .' the A railroad tie heavily charged with
and presenting his case. The Butte dele- committee that Herman Rldder, treas- dynamite waa. discovered
men accused of social crimes, ' Stef- his advancement to a major general- priation bill was taken up, and an ef- several days of Indisposition,
early toover
made
to
for
stone
with
be
would
will
him
started
toe
heads
it
little
fort
door,
the
a
smile:
pass
carry
falling
with
sir,
ship
"No,
gation will present Its answer this urer of the last natnolal committee day, just in;' time to prevent a train
fens declared
officers.
dead as he opened it.
J
afternoon.
from being wrecked.
should retain that office.
my feelings toward bribery are just of several other
few

fter
Los Angeles. July
be- meeting
a
to
nations relative
S.
Dar
himself and Clacence
row. at which they were joined by
was
Bert S. Franklin, Lincoln Steffens
i
turned over to the prosecution
at the bribery trial
19.-A-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

SOCIALISTS VANT
STATE PRINT

SHOP
STATE CONVENTION AT CLOVI3
MAKES SEVERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Clovia, N. M.,

The state
socialist convention closed Its session
after two days of deliberation. The
convention was well attended, and
was unusually interesting. The committee on organization recommended
that a permanent secretary be elected,
and that a chairman be elected to preside over each half-dasession. The
recommendation was adopted, and
Mrs. DeRoy Wesch, of Norton. N. M,
was named secretary of the convention. At the first session. R. B.
Payne of Clovis, was elected chairman.
At the second session Earl Gray of
Albuquerque was selected, and at tbe
third session DeRoy Welsch of Nor-- ,
too, N. M, filled the chair. At the
closing: session TJ. G. Gifford of
presided.
It adopted the national platform
with but a few minor changes.
Among the things emphasized In the
state platform are' the following:
That the sta$e own and operate a
printing plant from which shall be
supplied all books and other supplies
necessary to the public schools of
the state at actual cost That speedy
legislation be (enacted adopting the
Initiative, referendum and recall.
That all mines, mills, railroads and
other means of production and distribution be owned and operated by
the state. That the state build and
operate, wherever practical, power
plants for Irrigation, and that power
be supplied to consumers at cost of

July'

19.

That all federal courts
be abolibhed, and that district courts
lw given jurisdiction over all matters
now coming under the Jurisdiction of
production.

the federal courts, and that district
judges be elected for a short term
That adequate laws shall be
only.
immediately enacted which will safeguard the life, limbs and health of
all employes of all industries. That
no more Umber mineral or oil lands
pass into the hands of private Individuals or corporation for the purpose of exploitation and speculation.
but that such lands be held by the
state for the publlo good. That the
state shall loan to Its citizens on
realty, sums of money not to exceed
40 per cent of such
realty, and at a
rate of Interest not to exceed 5 per
I
cent.

decreases in proportion to the dlt
fusion of the oxygen.
When the
tire is reinflated the proportion' of
nitrogen within the tire of course becomes larger. So long as the original
air remains in the tire this proportion continues to Increase with every
Inflation and thus the loss by diffus
Ion becomes gradually smaller.
The temperature of the outer air
is responsible only for tiie very
slightest changes in the interior air
pressure of a Ure. These change are
so slight as to be negligible.
likewise is injurious
not to the tire so mixb as to the
car. An
tire has little
or no resiliency and thus transmits
shocks to the chassis which under In
cessant Jarring Is bound to suffer.
It Is obviously necessary therefore
to keep the tires pumped up to Just
the right pressure. The only way to
accomplish this is frequently to use
a pressure tester.
.
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IS

OLD

HEADING

TIMES

RENEWED

RUIN

ARE

DcsirablcjndJus

Stylish,

worthy SummerJMcrchandkc
Now Marked at 67c and 50c on
The Dollar and Less!

IN

CLAYTON

ARCHITECTS MANAGED TO 8AVE TOOMBS DRAWS A GUN ON PACE
WINCHESTER
CATHEDRAL
AND IS PROMPTLY RELIEVED
IN ENGLAND.
OF THE WEAPON

THESE REMARKABLY REDUCED pricei are on jut the
oods you need now and will need all through the Summer. If you
don't buy them now you will urely have to purchase them in
a little forethought now means a aaving to you of
month or 10
many, many dollars.

Over-inflatio- n

London, July 19. After a period of
eight centuries, Winchester cathedral
now regis on a solio. and Immovable
foundation, saved
from mreatened
ruin. Almost every day m the last
few yeori the movements of a diver
In regulation dreBs have been watched with curious Interest as he entered Qr emerged from the water beneath the foundations of the cathedral, fie was at worn helping to save
from ruin one of England's noblest
historic buildings, and the successful
Issue of the undertaking ihas been
celebrated by a thanksgiving service
in the cathedral.
For several years the dean and
chapter of Winchester had been
watching ominous signs, such a
and settlements,
cracks, bulglngs,
sure harbingers of a collate of the
cathedral. Prom the interolr daylight
could be seen through the cracks; the
laatter grew even wide and wider. The
walls on the south side nd th Nor
man transpets, unequaled for their
majestic simplicity, were nveu in all
directions.
The massive masonry of thu Nor
man builders had from the beginning
proved too ponderous for the watery,
compressible soil which forms the

Clayton, N. M., June 19. There was
a touch of the old times in Clayton,
yesterday that reminded the old tim
ers of the wild and woolly, In a sort
of farcical way as there was a gun
pulled In the playlet
Judge Toombs, Union member of
the house at the last legislative session started in as chief actor, but AtPOINTERS FOR MOTORISTS
torney Pace quickly took the stage.
Lingerie and Wool Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored
Toombs wient to the office of Mr.
Wash
Goods, at
Pace with a six shooter in his pocket,
MOUNT BAKER MARATHON.
Of all questions relative , to the
In
office
a
re
and
client
the
finding
Bellingham, Wash., July 19. At 11
preservation of pneumatic tires that
quested the said client to fade from
o'clock next Wednesday night the
of Inflation is the most Important.
the landscape, which he did. Then
MILLINERY, PARASOLS AND WASH SKIRTS
Of the Ures tested by the Miche-li- runners in the second annual Mount
came the funny part, Toombs drew
from
Baker
race
will
marathon
start
on
cars which stop
Tire Company
his gun and Pace proceeded to relieve
HALF
at its factory a full 50 per cent are this city for the summit of Mount
him of It after a scuffle during which
a
distance
of
Baker,
approximately
found to be
while of
Women's TwoPiece Wash Suits, Worth $i.50 to $7.00
the judge used his molars with such
the Ures sent In for repairs nearly forty miles. The contestants will use
effect
out
Pace
came
of
that
the
CO
per cent have suffered from this three trails which ascend the moun
scrap with a lacerated thumb, while
tain from different angles, and It Is
cause.
the judge was considerably worked
to
whom
that
the
expected
winner,
. There are many
ways aside from
ANY MAN'S SUIT IN TIIE HOUSE FOR
over, as to his head, suffering some
in which will be awarded a cash prize of $500,
punctures and blow-out- s
contusions
thereon.
the air pressure in a tire can sink be- will arrive In Bellingham by 9
What excited the Judge to the exCrack
low normal. The valve may not be o'clock Thursday morning.
tent of drawing a pistol has not been
from
runners
California,
Washington,
air tight, or it the tire Is new it may
learned, but it Is asserted that he
e
expand slightly when first used, with Alaska, Germany and Switzerland
La Vea'LeadinStoro
filed the sight off the gun before he
in
first
contest
The
entered
the
race,
a consequent reduction in pressure.
so
entered
the
would
the
office,
won
was
thing
by
Moreover, rubber while practically wihlch was held last year,
not have 'been so dangerous, anyway.
air tight is not entirely so and the Joe Galbralth in 11 hours and 27 min
It Is declared that it may be necesair will gradually filter through into utes.
sary to send Mr. Pace to the Pasteur
foundation.
the atmosphere. His Is composed
Established 1862
South iSidoPkrja.
The first hole dug into the founda institute, as a. result of the Injury.
chiefly of oxygen and nitrogen. The
For soreness of the muscles, whethof diffusion of oxygen er Induced by violent exercise or in tions revealed the cause of the whole
through rubber is higher than that of jury, there Is nothing better than trouble water and acting on expert
4
'
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini advice, holes were dug In sections
nitrogen, and in consequence the ment also relieves
4PLAY8 AND PLAYERS
rheumatic pains,
the
soil
and
chalk
and
top
In
a
through
pressure
recently inflated Ure For sale bv all dealer.
T
far through the peat. Then It was the
4' f
:f
$1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
work Qf the diver in his usual diving "
Sousa
in
In
s
de
vaudeville
,
May
dress to enter the hole, remove fur
ther layers of peat so as to allow the Scotland.
San Francisco Is to have- a musical
water to rise into the cavity, and
then to lay a flooring of cement to stock company.
SEVENTY YEARS EARTH'S OREAThof CIKCCS
Marshall P. Wilder Is recuperating
prevent the water from sinking back
into the gravel. After the Imprison at Mount Clemens. .
Mildred Holland has a new sketch
ed water had been removed by pump
entitled
"The Test Case- was
filled
up with
ing the cavity
Ada
Meade
Is to sing in Paris at
brickwork in cement, This extended
from the floor laid by the diver up to the summer operatic carnival.
Helen Ware is to appear in "The
the solid stonework ot the cathed
Trial
Marriage," by Elmer Harris.
like
a
of
over
roof
rock
ral, showing
A new farce to be produced the
head.
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
While the work underground was coming season bears the title "C. O.
THREE-RING- :
D."
being carried on, patently and thor
Gertrude Hoffman is to have a big
oughly, seven anxious
years, the
Telephone or call and we willf have ourdemonstrator 1
cracks in the. walls, vaultings and ar Joan of Arc production next season.
Joseph Murphy, the Irish actor, may
ches of the fabric were welded by the
'
show you.
injection of Hquod Portland cement return to the stage in "Kerry Gow."
Bertha Kallsch is still using Mrs.
from a squirting machine, a process
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
known as grouting, capable of being Fisks playlet, "The Light of St
so manipulated
as to fill either a Agnes."
Irene Myers is playing in Philadel
shallow crack or a rent through the
,
phia in a sketch called "A Street In
thickness of the massive wall.
hjne Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
cident"
now
Is
re
crevice
being
Every
AND.
jtt,
Catherine Countiss will have a star- paired, every flaw and displacement
remedied, every trace of Instability ring engagement in Portland this sumvival of his old successes and also a said playing but two days in any one
In the foundations removed, and the mer.
UNDERTHE LARGEST
B. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe performance of Shytock.
cathedral seems to stand as solidly
CANVAS EVER CONSTRUCTED
city.
"
'
who dramatized "The
as the strongest building In the king- have gone to Ireland, and will thence
Byron
Ongley,
3 Rings. 2 Elevated Stages
'
A new play to be produced next sea'
10 Royal Toklo Jajs
go to Paris.
dom.
Typhoon," has written another play,
1000 People
son
is called "The Merry Widow Re'The
Garden of Allah" is to open entitled "The Path of Glory."
Esterz Cossack Troupe
2 Trains ol Cars
season
In
its
married."
and
Chicago
It is an adaptation of a
play, only
Inner's Singalces
Idly Langtry is to make an Amerithe large cities.
1 Herds of Elephants
can
MAN
tour
BE
MUST
THIS
in
a
sketch
of
foreign work, and to the cast will be
Does Imperial Russian Dancers
suffragette
William H. Thompson has arrived hla own,
Adelaide
Cause."
Norwood and Thornton
the
31,000,000 Invested
"Helping
entity
Seats for 10,000 People
from abroad with a sketch entitled
Phoebe Crosby has been engaged
who was the tenlro wit hEmlly
$4,700 Daily Expenses
Indians. Cowboys, Cossacks
HAPPY AS A LARK An Object Lesson."
for a leading roje in "The Dove of Trentlnl last season. The production
300 Circus Artists
Louise Dressier to to be starred by Peace," the new
Earth's Greatest Show
opera by Walter will be made by Klaw and Erlanger.
2 Parades on Show Day
H. H. Frazee in a new musical com Damrosch.
2 Shows for the One Price
Marvel of the 20th Century, THt AEROPLANE, or Flying Machine.
Eva Tanguay ie to start on a
POLITICS AND HIGH COST OF edy the coming season.
d
Positively Exhibited Even Day
David Warfield contemplates a re
LIVING ARE UNKNOWN
road tour next season, it is
Old papers tor sale. Optic office.'
y
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TO HIM.

INDIAN VILLAGE

STUPENDOUS WILD WEST
MEXICAN BULL FIGHTERS
GORGEOUS IMPERIAL BALLET
PAINS PERFORMING SEA LIONS
THE ROLLER SKATING BEAR
FINEST HORSES ON EARTH

'

"
SPEED CONTEST BETWEEN AUTO
MOBILE AND HORSE ON HIPPODROME TRACK

COLOSSAL

BILL'S

WILD

WEST

AND ROUGH RIDERS
'
EXCURSIONS

On all Railroads
the Double Show

To

COLLECTION
OF
ANIMALS
MORE NOVELTIES THAN EVER
LARGEST TENTED CITY ON EASTS
OLDEST SHOW ON EARTH

TWO MILES OF PARADE

San Francisco, Calif., July 19. Andrew Reese, known as "the wild man
of Sutro forest," brought to the city
jail today to answer one of ihe periodical protests of society to his care
free existence, protested feobly that
he did sot want to be civilized. Strug-linwith vocal chords rusty from
lack of use, Reese admitted that hr
never knew the time of the day, or
year; that he had never heard of high
cost of living; that 't was immater
ial to him whether Roosevelt, of
whom he had never heard, ran foi
president, whatever that was, or not;
that' he had never, been married and
knew no more olj women than he did
of witches.
Reese has spent fifteen years, except a few terms of ten or twenty
days In Jail for vagrancy, in Sutro
forest, on the hills overlooking Golden Gate park and the city. He lives
in a cave, and coyotes sing his nightly lullaby. His trips to jail are endured patiently because he receives
a much needed outfit of clothing
with each sentence. How he secures
his food is a secret he has never di-

DAILY

"KOIN-GOLARGEST

"

ELEPHANT ON EARTH

Larger than Jumbo.
Posiiivcly wish Yankee Robinson

vulged.

'

WILL POSITIVELY EXHIBIT AT

LAS VEGAS,

--

Saturday, July 20

RESERVED SEATS ON SALE DATE OF EXHIBITION AT CENTER BLOCK DRUG CO.

I

Capital Paid in
.$100,000.00

Surplus
$50,000.00

g

THRILLING

TEXAS

1;

i

I

rt,

TEXAS BILL'S WILD WEST.

tili

Dysentery is always serious an i of
ten a dangerous disease, but It can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
even when mallgcant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealer

1

. M. CUNNINOHA1
."RANK SPKINOKR

HOSKINS,

LAS "VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Ls Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Uaydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins ,

Interest PaJd on

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

epos is

:ChU

i

J
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BABY TRAVELS IN

Hett Oltea Tends
X

to Make
Women Pale and Weak

X

They Neglect Their Bowels and
the Poisons Vitiate the

A DISROBED

Blood.

STATE

QUITS HIGH POST

?;

TO

'
V

4

FUNNY PREDICAMENT
OF TH
CHILD OF A RICH CALIFORNIA WOMAN.

ON SOCIALISM

1

digest readily
tlveir natural tendency to constipation.
Chicago, July 19. Marjorie French,
At this season women, especially,'
the two months old daughter of
need
all their strength to resist' the
Thomas French, a millionaire resi-- j
dent of Pasadena. Cal., whose par-- i enervating effect of the heat Good
ents in their haste to catch a train digestion and regularity of the bowels
left thft hahv'n hnttlo an1 dT(r, nnfh J are essential. Some fruits have laxalng fox the. trip In the baggage room tive properties, but they are uncertain
at Pasadena, arrived in Chicago ac- in their effect, and are not generally
and
companied by Mr. and Mrs. French advised. A mild bowel stimulant
Caldwell's
Dr.
as
such
Syrup
and her grandmother. She had made digestant
because it is certhe tour-datrjp, covering 2,200 miles Pepsin, is preferable
in its action,
natural
its
in
tain
effect
in practically the same clothing she
and wholly safe. Take a dose of Syrup
wore when she boarded the train.
the
Thrilling tales of the exciting race Pepsin at night and by morning
made by Mrs. John Viser Elliot, a sick headache and indigestion will be
friend of the French family and one gone.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold
of the leaders of Pasadena society,
in an automobile with the baby's for- In drug stores everywhere, and costs
ingotten baggage in an effort to place fifty qents a bottle; a larger size,
it aboard the departing train; of the tended for family use, costs one dollar.
family's efforts to secure clothing at If you have never used Syrup Pepsin
wayside stations, and of a final solu- and would like a free trial bottle, posttion in tearing their own clothing for paid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406
the baby, were told by Mrs. French. Washington, St.. Montloello, Illinois.
Marjorie was the coolest and least
embarrassed of the family.
out of the window. Then I tore up
"She may look clean with tU"
some of my clothing and wrapped it
white shawl over
r," said Mrs around the
poor child. We were goFrench, upon their arrival at the Polk
to
get some clothing here, but
street depot, "but underneath she is ing
the train Is late and we have only
I do not believe jhere i(
potblack.
an hour to catch the next train
a single white spot to be found ot half
to Cleveland, Ohio.
her clothing, half of which, by the
way, is not her own, but either remnants of mine or that borrowed from
An Increasing number of people reanother baby which was on the car.
regularly of the satisfactory report
When Bhe got so black that we were sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
ashamed to look at the poor thing, we and commend their healing and curafirst borrowed all we could from the tive Qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
prepared medicine,
other fcaby and then I tore cp some are a carefully
to contain no harmful or
guaranteed
and
of my lingerie
wrapped it around habit forming drugs. They can have
her.
;ed for
only a beneficial effect when
"Of course when Mrs. Elliott in her kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache,
rheumatism, weak back
automobile was blocked by a wagon or
O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
lumbago.
to
and she had to give up trying
Drug Store.
catch up with the train, and put the
baby's little trunk on board, Mr.
REGATTA AT WINNIPEG.
French wred ahead to Needles V
Winnipeg, Man., July 19. Scores of
have a merchnt here bring bow.
shells
baby clothing down to us at the depot. oarsmen in their needle-lik- e
When we arrived in Needles : there flitted over the Red river course this
were ten merchants and about 8,000 morning in final practice for what
people. They all came down to see promises to be the most notable of
the baby. I was so embarrassed . the annual regattas of the NorthwestAnd then after we had nought about ern International Rowing association.
is heldunder the ausa bale of clothing inere was none The
pices of the Winnipeg Rowing club.
riMt would fit
"At Albuquerque
the porter got The program of events covers two
some clothing, but it was a tiny pair days. The association membership
of trousers. The only thing he could embraces clubs In Duluth, MinneapoAt lis, St. Paul, Fort William, Kenora
find, but absolutely impossible.
a Junta, Colo., Mr. French had wired and Winnipeg.
ahead again and we met the same
crowd and the same luck in fitting
A. M. Kason, farming near caiiaan,
the baby out.
with sciatic
"By this time matters were becom- Me., was badly crippled
due he pays to uric acid
rheumatism
and
dust
The
serious.
cinders,
ing
In his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pills
the baby's
jyou know, had imade
entirely cured me and also removed
clothes as black as the ace of spades. numerous black specks that were conWe borrowed a nightgown from the tinually before my eyes." Foley KidPills are a uric acid solvent and
other baby. During the night I ney
are effective for the various forms
washed out some of her clothing. But of rheumatism. O. G.
Shaefer, Red
when I hung it out to dry it blew Cross Drug Store.
j

j
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Years Old Smart
and in Good Health
Mrs. Elizabeth Von Wormer,
says that Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey is the medicine
that has enabled her to live
to such a great age and re
tain her health and youthful spirits.

"I have been a user of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey for over 15
V
r
(
years and I can truthfully say that
it is more than life to me. I now
am an old lady of 90 years, yet am
smart and in good health, and it is
all owing to Duffy's Pure Malt
i '
s,
Whiskey. I could not live without
it. I am sending my photo and you
mrs. E. von wokmer, 90 Years Old. can, use it and my name if you
A.ish." Mrs. Elizabeth Von Wormer, Grosvenor Corners, N. Y.
'

IMfy's Pure Mali VJfilskey
When men and women pass the age of sixty they need and constantly feel the want of some sustaining remedy, something to strengthen the failing nervous forces and loosen up the stiffened joints and
aching limbs, something that will assist digestion and generate strength.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, is alone the agent to produce just
these happy results. It improves the digestion and assimilation of the
food, giving plenty ot nounsnmeni
to the system and tone and vitality
to every organ and fibre of the
the
body. Its successful record in
been
has
of
longevity
promotion
made during over half a century.
BE SURE YOU CET DUFFY'S
Sold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by
dnieeists, grocers and dealers or direct
our doctors
Jr 00 a large bottle. Write
free with valufor advice absolutely booklet
able illustrated medical
H. T.
Duffy Malt WJUskey Co., Boditrter,

Hi,

VAR

Hot weather has a very weakening
on women. They become too
languid to exercise and have appetite
SECRETARY
for light, tasty foods, like salads and .'INTERNATIONAL
SAYS IT IS A GREAT ENEMY
other cold concoctions, which do not
i Anno mkiioms
and tend to increase
eflVxt

'

II
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Trades Unionism Constructive.
"Now the greatest enemy of trades
unionism is socialism, for while the
former bases its action upon the the
ory that the interests of me employ'
er and those ot the workers are to
a considerable extent reconciliablc
the latter acts upon tne assumption

GOLD COINS LIGHT
are
Washington, July 19. There
probably millions of dollars In gold
coin circulating in the United States
which are not worth their face value.
This fact bat been called to the at
tention of Lee McClung, treasurer of

SENATORIAL CONTEST IN BAY 8
Boston, July 19. The announcement
of United States Senator W. Murray
Crane that he will retire from con
gress at the close of his present term
has set all the Bay state politicians by
the ears and started the buzzing of
the United States, but the government numerous senatorial bees on loth
has no desire or Intention to recall sides of the political fence. The lead- the money in order that only gold of era have awakened to the fact thai
standard value may be in circulation. there Is little time to lose in prepar
Should this gold be presented to the ing for the contest, as Senator Crane's
Its owners term will expire next March and hia
treasury or a
would be the losers because of the successor must be selected by the
enormous wear caused by abrasions legislature that will bp elected next
In circulation. While the government November.
does not require that gold going shall
The first name that flew to tie
be of standard weight to be redeemed minds and the lips of the republican
at their faoe value, it has established politicians when the Crane announce
what Is known as a "limit of toler- ment was made, was that of Curtis
ance" which permits a loss in weight Guild, Jr., who served two terms as
f
of
of one per cent. Below governor of Massachusetts and is now
that limit the treasury makes a re- the United States ambassador to Rusduction at the rate of four cents per sia. By a sepming coincidence Guild,
arrived in New York from BL
grain
Lightweight gold, it is said, exists Petersburgh on the day following
principally on the Pacific coast where t'.e announcement of Senator , Crane
the greater bulk of the yellow metal of his intention to retire. The amlms-badoris In circulation. The financial intervilst home was very brief and
ests of the west, the treasury has 1U real purpose has never been made
been advised, know two kinds of gold public. The general opinion ',1 th.
treasury gold and bank gold. The Mr. Guild would like to be elected
former is full weight, while the latteT senator, but would not enter into aLy
Is below the "limit tolerance."
The active contest for the honor. His seworn gold never reaches the treasury lection, it is believed, would meet
or the
According to re with the unqualified approval of Senports here it is passed from bank to ator Crane.
bank and Individual, like a plugTfd
But since Ambassador Guild returncoin and in, that way maintains its ed to his post at St, Petersburg with
out making known his position In re
parity of value.
Curiously enough, silver coin Is al- gards to the senatorshlp, a number of
ways worth its face value however other leading men of the republican
much abused by the ravages of time party are preparing to get into the
it may be.i
race. It is considered certain that
Congressman Samuel W. McCall will
shortly announce his candidacy. That
TO LEARN HERE
London, July L4. Sporting life, in Congressman John W. Weeks will do
an article on the Olympio games, says the same thing is regarded as equally
that for all around excellence the certain. Another who may cast his
American team must be admitted to hat Into the ring is Congressman
sunass their 1908 team and only fail Augustus P. Gardner. Mr. Gardner's
ed to sweep the decks by reason of plans, however, hinge on those of Mr.
the vast improvement in other na Guild. If the latter is a candidate,
tions, among whom, adds the paper, Mr. Gardner will not enter the raca
Another possibility on the republi
"we cannot count Great Britain. The

that these interests are aosoluteiy
and irreconcilable.
The
trades unionist believes in peace, in
conciliation, in trade
Industry, in
agreements, in arbitration, and in colto
lective bargaining; the socialist
all these ideas and expedients,
New York July 19. Peter W. Col- and for a most dlscreuitable
reason,
lins, for fifteen
years a working namely, that the more employers and
electrician, has recently resigned his workers are brought together, the
post as international secretary of the more disputes are Bettled by mutual
of Elec concession, the less will it be posInternational Brotherhood
trical Workers In order to devote his sible for the socialists to
preach suctime to flyhtlng the spread of social- cessfully the doctrine of class
hatred,
ism among the working classes.
upon which the fulfillment of their
Mr. Collins' record lends
serious hopes depends.
"Socialism, is, in fact the most
weight to his opinions. He has occupied his position as International sec- scientific propaganda of deception the
retary for eight years, having been world has ever seen. If the people
twice
he is editor of the at large ever really came to know
s
Electrical Worker, the official organ what it means
of them
of the Brotherhood, an he served on would reject it with indignation.
the industrial commission of Illinois,
"In the earlier oays cf the socialist
which In 1908 drew up the code for teaching,' when its advocates
openty
the health, safety and comfort of em- described it as an expression of pure
ployes iu mines, factories and work- materialism, socialism gained few reshops. This code was adopted unani- cruits, because the movement took
mously by the Illinois legislature, and on a repulsive aspect, denying any
was enacted Into law ana it has serv- influence to the
spirit and the soul of
ed as a model, either in whole or in men, as well as to religion. The docpart, for similar legislation in Massa- trine was then recnristened 'economchusetts, Oregon anu New York.
ic determinism," a title which was deInan interview with a World Btaff signed to take the biting edge off the
correspondent Mr. Collins explained literary and oratorical expression of
with great clearness and enthusiasm the doctrine while leaving it unhis reasons for resigning from an ex- changed at the core.
cellent position with the electrical
Socialism and the Unions.
workers 'to condu t a vigorous cam"The boc a'lsUo campaign against
paign among the members of trades which I want to make a
fight is the
unions against the propaganda of the
to capture the trades unions
attempt
socialist and theli allies, the Indus- and turn them to
the service of sotrial Workers of the World.
cialism, or, falling that, to destroy
the, unions. This antagonism of the
Haywood and the Black Flag.
to the trades unionist is not
socialist
"It is nothing less titan amazing,"
said Mr. Collins, " that a man like a concealed antagonism. Eugene V.
Debs has publicly stated that 'the
Haywood should be able to plaiy the
trades union is outgrown and Its surgame he does without being exposed
and discredited. In the February vival Is an unmitigated evil to the British team's showing was too bad
number ot the International Socialist working class,' and Kautsky, one of for anything In several events. It
Review there is printed a speech de- the high priests of socialism, says: has been suggested to send a team
livered by Haywood at Cooper union. 'Today the worst enemies of the to the United States to study the
In the course of this address Hay- working class are not the stupid re- methods of American coaches."
who hope to
wood said 'I despise the law and I am actionary .statesmen
"My idea," continues the writer. "Is
citizen. And more keep down the labor movement by to'send the whole team."
not a
openly repressive measures. Its worst
than that, no socialist can be a
The London morning papers, com
citizen. And certainly it is enmies are the pretended friends who menting on
England's lack of sucqess
our purpose to abolish this govern- encourage trades unions.'
at Stockholm, express keen disappoint
efof
most
"One
the
insidious
and
ment.'
ment and urge the necessity for
fective schemes of the socialists in
"An open avowal of - this kind, is,
efforts so that Englishmen may
strong
to
or
their
efforts
control
break up
be better prepared for. the
however, much less dangerous than
Berlin
the trades unions is to encourage the
the more guarded statements of the
Is
because
Olympic
It
certain
that
sucof
in
cases
where
strikes
calling
average socialist orators. These men cess"
Germany will exert herself to the ut
Is
foresee
the
hopeless.
They
realize that if they were to preach
most to dispute the palm with the pres
bitterness which will be engendered
naked socialism in the ful force of 'ts
the failure, of the Btrike, and they ent winners. At the same time, the
crude doctrine they would frighten by
know that upon such bitterness they papers add.no disposition should be
away a large number of prospective
shown to imitate American methods in
can depend to bring them recruits.
adherents, and they adopt the method
which are held to savor
Marx
"Karl
long ago advocated the specialization,
ot describing socialism In comparaof the trades unions as agen- of professionalism.
capture
tively mild terms, and lay all thei! cies for the
spread of socialism, and
emphasis on the horrible examples his
present day disciples exert every FOR WESTERN TENNIS TITLES
which undoubtedly e.xist under preseffort to that end. But socialism is
19. Beginning tomor- ent conditions.
Chicago,
the greatest and deadliest enemy of row and July
"You never hear the socialist oracontinuing
through the greatenthe workingman, for it not only
er part of the coming week, the
tor proclaiming the tneory of Karl deavors to
of
his
impair
strength
courts of the Onwentsia club at Lake
Marx, that religion, private property
character, but it attempts to use him
and marriage stand In ine way of so- as the lever vlth which to over- Forest will be the scene of one of
cialism, and that the socialist state throw all constructive Institutions, it the most important tennis tournaments
of the year. The play will be for the
can only be established when these is the
greatest menace of our day.
western championships in 'men's and
three factors have been eliminated;
"I am aware that the trades unions
women's singles and doubles and mixand yet this is the cardinal principle are not without
do
I
and
blemish;
ed doubles. Maurice MoLoughlin, the
of socialism.
not stand for the abuses of trades
The proposal of the socialists to de- unionism.' I wish to see trades union California player, Is the holder of the
stroy everything in order to get rid ism purged of its unworthy features, singles title, and the winner of the
of the unsatisfactory . conditions and when this is done the power and tournament will have to meet him in
which they love to dwell upon Is pre- usefulness of organized labor will 'in- the challenge round. The winners of
cisely that of the man who, when he crease and develop to the great and the doubles will meet the winners r,f
Pacific
discovers a leak in one of the water permanent advantage of the workers, the eastern, southern and
pipes in his hose, declares that he and through them of the community coast competitions o decide who shall
play Little and Touchard for the na
will burn down the house In order to at large."
tional title.
get even with the leak.
Socialism's "Intellectuals."
ARKANSAS G. O. P. CAMPAIGN.
"As a matter of fact socialism has
DETROIT TQ CELEBRATE.
Charleston, Ark., July 19. Charlesnever laid a brick in any construcDetroit, Mich., July 19 Detroit extive work. And the reason for this pects 200,000 visitors next week for ton expects to entertain a good-sizemay very well lie in the striking the great Cadjllaua carnival to be crowd tomorrow on the occasion 01
fac upon which sufficient stress has held in celebration of the two hun- the formal opening here of the repub-licastate campaign.
The chief
writ- dred and eleventh anniversary ot the
never been laid by
of the day will be Andrew
j
The
festivities
of
speaker
the
socialism
has
not
city.
that
grown up founding
ers,
as a creed among the workers as the will last the entire week and will in- I. Roland, whom the republicans have
result of observation, experience clude gorgeous historical pageants, chosen to make the race for the
aiairst Congressman Joe
and thought, but has been imposed industrial parades, a great naval paupon the workers by a set of com- rade and an elaborate program of T. Robinson, who beads the demo'
cratic ticket.
fortably fixed intellectuals who have aquatic competitions.
never done any work themselves and
have no first hand knowledge of the
working classes, such as can only be
gained by working among workers as
a
In support ot this point
Nature In her wisdom and beneficence has provided, in her great
It is only necessary to recall the leadlaboratory, the forest, a cure for most of the ills and ailments of
vegetable
ing names of socialism Marx, La
Work and study have perfected the compounding of these bohumanity.
Salle, Liebknecht Lafargue, Avellng, tanical medicines and
placed them at our disposal. We rely upon them
t
Engels, Bebel, Singer, Hyndman,
first because of their ability in curing disease, and next because we can use
Bax, Kauteky, Hilquit,
Stokes, them with the confidence that such remedies do not Injure the system.
Paterson and Wayland, a group of
Among the best of these remedies from the forest is
S.
S. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs
men.
and
students
rich
university
barks in such combination as to make it the
and
Contrast this ' wtih the parentage
greatest of all blood purifiers and the safest of all
of trades unionism.
The trades untonics. It does not contain the least particle of
ion movement originated with workharmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin
ing men, was developed by them, and
Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all other
exists today as a living force in our
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tonic
Industrial life only because millions
S. S. S. builds up the system by supplying a suffof workers have given their adhesion
icient amount of vigor and nourishment to the body.
to the movement and regard it as the S. S. S. always cures without leaving any unpleasant or. Injurious effects.
right arm of their defense against un- It is perfectly safe for young or old. Book on the blood and any medical
advice free.
fair treatment.
TEE' SWIFT STECIFIC CO, i4IL4JVL4, CA.
opposed
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can side Is 7bea S. Draper, former
governor and millionaire manufactur
er. In speaking of the senatorshlp
Mr. Draper says: "1 esteem the United States senatorshlp very highly.
Th,e place has a great attraction for
me. I am seriously considering be
coming a candidate for It"
But the fight for Senator Crane's
seat is not to be confined to the re
publican party by any means.. Believing that the nomination of Woodrow
Wilson will have the effect of bring
ing out a heavy democratic vote In
Massachusetts next November, the
Massachusetts democrats feel that a
good democratic candidate for the sen
ate would not be wastlna-hl- s
time l y
making the fight- So far Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of
Boston is the only democratic candidate actively in the fild for the senatorshlp. The name of Governor Fobs
has been mentioned in connection with
the toga, but so far he has taken no
step to enter the race. Mr. Foss recently gave out that, he intended to
retire Trom the governorship at the
end of his present term, but his closest
political friends expect that he will
become a candidate for renomination
this fall.
A few weeks hence Mayor Fitzgerald will begin his speaking campaign
for the senatorshlp. "Governor Foss
has assured me that he will not be a
candidate for the tTnited States senate against me," says Mayor Fitzgerald, "all report to the contrary notwithstanding. I do not know, whether
the governor intends to seek
There is no reason in my mind
why the next legislature should not
be democratic. The people will cer
tainly see a campaign by our party
worthy of the name."

d

n

Bel-for-
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ROGER A. PRYOR IS 84
New York, July 19. Judge Roger
A. Pryor, former Justice of the supreme court of New York and one of
the few surviving generals of the Con-

federate states army, entered upon
his eighty-fiftyear today. Judge
Pryor was born and raised in Virginia
and was one of the representatives
from that state in congress before the
war. At the outbreak of the war he
resigned his seat and was elected n
member of the first confederate states
congress. He entered the southern
army as a colonel and rose to the
rank of brigadier general. After the
war he located in this city, where he
has since been one of the noted leaders of the bench and bar.
h

SPECIAL

RATES

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

in block 3, of the Pablo Baca addition to the town of aa Vegas, New
Mexico, now city of Las Vegas, N. M.
Whereas, on the 12th gay of December A. D. 1902, the city council
of the city of Las Vegas, duly passed
a notice ordinance, reciting therela
that in the opinion of the said city
council, the building of sidewalks oa
the west side of Fourth street, in said
city of Las Vegas, between Grand and
Baca avenues abutting, adjoining and
In front of lots Nos. tl, 62, 63. 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, in block No. 3 of thb Pablo
Baca addition to the town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, now city of Las
Vegas, was necessary and ordering
Artless J. Browne the owner thereof, to build said sidewalks of the xna-22,

1

1

rm.

vuv

r

and in the manner shown by and in
accordance with the specifications on
file in the office of city clerk, and la
accordance with the grade to be ob-

tained from the city engineer, or to
appear before the said city council on
the 14th day of January A. D. 1903,
at 8 o'clock p. m., at the city hall of
said city then and there to show
cause, if any there was, why the said
city council should not proceed to
have said sidewalks built and a special tax levied and lien declared thereon and against the wner thereof, according to the statutes in suoh cases
made and provided, to be begun and
completed within TO days after legal
publication and service thereof, a
copy of which said notice ordinance
was o nthe 6th day of January A. O.
1903, duly served upon said owner, according to the provisions of the statutes and ordinances i& such cases
provided for such service, anu,
Whereas, at the expiration of the
said 20 days, it appearing that the
said walkB had not been built in accordance with said notice ordinance,
said city council thereupon by ordinance In such cases therefore provided, duly caused a contract to be
entered into by the mayor and clerk
of the said city for the building ot
said sidewalks, and caused said side
walks to be built, and in accordance
with said notice ordinance and contract, of the dimensions and material
and according to the specifications In
said contract and ordinance named "oy
T. W. Smith at the cost of 219.85.
Whereas, the building of said sidewalks, according to the requirements,
specifications, grade and of the dimensions and material hereinbefore
specified, has heretofore been completed and done in a satisfactory
manner and according to said contract by the said T.W. Smith, and
has been accepted by the city engineer, and the cost of construction
thereof abutting said lots Nos. 61, 62,
63, 18. 19, 20, 21, 22, in block 3, of the
Pablo Baca addition to the town' or
as Vegas, now city of Las Vegas,
aforesaid, Is on said lots Nos. 61, 62,
63, 18, 19, 20, 21. 22, in said block
No. 3 aforesaid, the sum of $219.55.
WhereaB, said contractor has recounported to the city clerk end city
cil that he is unable to collect for
said work from the owner of said lots
and property.
Now therefore be it ordained by the
city council of the city of Las Vegas,
New Mexico:

Section 1, That sa;d work of buildsame
ing of said sidewalks be and the
is hereby accepted by the city council.

Section 2. That a special tax in
the sum of $219.85 be and the same
hereby Is levied upon and against tne
said Artless J. Browne, the owner ot
said property and lots, to pay the
cost of said work hereinbefore speci
fied and set forth, and upon and
against the said lots Nos. 61, 62, 63,
3 of
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, in block No.
the Pablo Baca addition to the town
of Las Vegas now city of Las Vegas
aforesaid, respectively, that is to say:
Upon lots Nos 61, 62, 63, 18, 19. 20,
21, 22, in block No. 3 of the Pablo
Baca addition to the town of Las Vegas now city of Las Vegas aforesaid,
the sum ot $219.85, and that said special tax be and the same hereby is
made a lien upon said property and
lots for the said respective amount
from the day said work was comthe 15th day of Ocpleted,
tober A. D.'' 1911,' until tne same is
fully paid and satisfied.
Section 3. That the said clerk be
and he hereby is authorized and ordered to Immediately, after legal publication hereof, make out and certify
special tax bill In the above respective sum in favor ot the said T. W- Smith and againBt the eaid Artless J.
Browne and against the following
lots
respectively,
property
Nos. 61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 in
block No. 3, of the Pablo Baca addition to the town ot Las Vegas now
city of Las Vegas aforesaid. In accordance with the law and ordinances
In such cases made and provided.
Duly passed by the city council ol
the city of La3 Vegas, New Mexico,
the
day of
t:

PROPOSED ORDINANCE.
Bill No. 255.
A. D. 19 ...
Levying a tax and declaring a lien
.; ,
upon and against Artless, J. Browne, Attest:
anl lots Nos. 61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 20, 21,

t:

V

.

Mayor.
City Clerk.
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has ever seen," will not make our

GiC gaily Q)ptk
ESTABLISHED

appearance. He had determined to
appear personally to answer to the
senate a summons. With him was an
attorney, A. S. Worthlngton, of Wash
(S
ington, and his son Robert W. Arch-bal1
Jr., of Philadelphia, also an at-
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Washington, July
vened

Oma

Judge Archbald reached the capital
some time before the hour set for his

navy invincible.

at

11

a.

m.

19.

Senate:

d,

Con-

Resumed consider-

ation of sundry civil appropriations
bill.
Senator Overman introduced
resolution for an exhaustive Investi
gation of expenditures in the forest
service by,, a. special committee.
Chairman Clapp of campaign fund In
announced
vestigating committee
Hermann j RUidor would testify Sat- lirrinv
(. i
Impeachment case of Judge Robert
W. Archbaldwas called and Archbald
ordered to-- . answer the charges July
29, the house, .to present Its rebuttal
answer August 1, and supplementary
answers to be In by August 3, when
the case;-- is- required to be complete.
House: . Election committee voted
to declare Representative Catlin's
election Illegal and seat Patrick l
Gill, the contestant.
Considered, bill to prevent Interstate shipment of prize fight picture
films.
,,
Rill for George Washington memorial on site of old depot where Garfield was shot, favorably reported.

OaiLY

FRIDAY, JULY 19, 1911

OPTIC,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. July 19. The stock market today reflected ' further quiet accumulation of leading issues, with an
Pacific,
especial inquiry for Union
which was the strongest of the sctive
group. Other speculative leaden of
Included
prominence
St
Reading,

Paul and Amalgamated, while Steel
torney.
Mr. Worthlngton submitted a mo- was barely steady, some selling action tor time In which to prepare and companying the Imminence of the
submit his answer. It named no date. publication of the Stanley committee's
Senator Clark of Wyoming . Imme- findings. Conditions here were not
diately offered an order to fix the date at all affected by the London market
of answer as July 24. Mr. Worthlng where Americans generally were lowton asked for a delay of 20 days.
er.
Senator McCumber proposed to exBusiness in the first hour was of fair
tend the time to July 31, but Repre- - proportions but later tapered down to
sentative Clayton insisted, for the evtreme dullness. Bonds were steady.
managers, upon an answer July 24. t Prices went to a higher level at
Lodge suggested Monday,, day under the lead of Union Pacific
July 29. Under the rules of the im- and Steel but gains were greatest In
peachmen. court, a roll call, was nec- obscure Issues such aa Air Brake, In
essary on the motion to extend the ternational Paper preferred and Totime to July 29..
ledo, St- - Louis and Western preferThe senate ordered Judge Arctibald red.
to answer the charges against him
The market closed strong. 'Porfit
Monday, July 29. The house mana- taking was followed by another pegers were ordered to present their riod of dullness and fractional recesrebuttal answer August 1, and the sions from best
prices In the final
limit o time for all supplementary dealings.
answers was fixed as August 3. At Th,e last sales for the
day were:
this time the issues in tae case will Amalgamated
84
Copper
be required to be complete. The court American Beet
128H
Sugar
then rose to resume itB sittings Mon Atchison
108
day, July 29.
Great Northern
137V4
'

.........

,

TWO

MEN KILLED. .
N. M., July 19. Because they went to' sleep on the
track, under the cars of the work

New York Central

116

Northern Pacific

12194

165
Reading
Southern racific
lio
Union Pacific
169
LEAVE THE BORDER train with which
70
they were employ- United States Steel
1124
ed, two men lost their lives early yes- United States Steel, pfd.
TROUBLE WITH MEXICANS IS BE terday morning at Garcia, and three
will lose their feet. The accident took
' LIEVED TO BE NO LONGER
at about 2" o'clock, and the in- ATROCITIES IN PERU
place
TO BE FTARED
jured men were rushed to this city
for surgical attention on a special
WILL BE ENDED SOON
Washington, July 19. All troops diswhich arrived about 5 o'cloctc.
train,
to
Me
El
when
Paso
the
patched
can rebels were moving on Juarei Garcia is a small station just west
of Rio Puerco, about forty miles or UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRI
soon will be removed with the excep
so from this city.
TAIN JOIN HANDS TO STOP
tion of a regiment of cavalry. A bat- '
The accident was caused by a
THEM
talion of infantry, va battalian of field
freight train backing into the work
a
and
of
now
artillery
regiment cavalry
train to couple onto some cars. The
London, July 19. The atrocities
are here.
men, who had been in the habit of committed in the Putumayo rubber

AMERICAN TROOPS

TO

Albuquerque,

,

Indians Massacre Rebels
Juarez, July 19. Passengers arriv
ing over the Mexican Northwestern
from Madera todav hroueht stories of
a bloody pissaors of rebels in the
Dolores mountain, pass southwest of
entrance to me state
Maaerai
of Sonora. Thejj, declared-tha- t
the
vanguard of the column commanded
by General Antonio Rojas was caught
in a canyon at Dolores by nearly 1,-000 Yqul Indians,and that of 500 reb
els les than 200te"turned to Madera
in safety. y
i
That a force of government volun
teers was operating behind Dolores to
prevent an entrance of the rebels from
Sonora, was generally known here but
it was not believed any YaquI Indians
were enlisted In the cause of the gov
ernment jexcept the 600 fighting for
General Sanjinas at Colonla Oaxaca in
northern Sonora. Federal officials in
EI Paso preferred to wait more defin
ite advices before commenting on the

sleeping tinder the cars for the sak
of coolness, ' were caught by the
wheels as the train backed upon them
and badly crushed. All three of the
men brought here will lose portions
of both feet, one man's entire pedal
etremity having been amputated yesterday.
Those who were killed were badly
crushed and mangled about the body.

district of Peru, which universally
have been characterized here aa sur
passing in horror any charged to the
rubber collectors of the Congo, ap
parently will be kept In the limeligbl
until something is done to punish the
perpetrators and to bring about the
assurance that there will be no repe

When Senator Tillman
proposed
that the United States build a warship that would be the "peacemaker
he probably meant
of the world,
''pacemaker." For that is what each
new' battleship becomes the moment
it Is launched. Every addition to our
"
tition.
own or other navies may be supreme
Questions were launched at the
tor "4'snbf tioSot-Srapidly are
British foreign ifflce in the house if
"
'
the great war Teasels being construct-e- d
commons today and from the replies
TOUGH ON DAD
that the "terror of the seas" of
19. Believing it was apparent the ioregin office exColo.,'
July
Brighton,
hulk next
today may be an
that his father, Angelo Cordlllo, wag pects to take a subordinate place to
year. As Ions as there Is competition
about to kill Mrs. Cordlllo, Tony, the department at Washington in
among nations along thla line, Just
their
eon, yesterday seized bringing Peru to book.
that long will shipbuilders exert thema
and
hatchet
nearly scalped him.
selves to outdistance precedent For
America Tak'es Lead
head crushed and cut and
his
With
the same la a dreadful one and no
Washington,
In
July 19. Correspond
Cordlllo
ear
the
one
lies
severed,
great nation can afford to lag behind
In a dying condition and the ence between the state department
hospital
or thinks it can't
boy and his mother are held by the and the British government looking
The resolution offered In the senate
to the suppression of atrocities pracpolice.
the other day by Mr. Tillman directs
ticed upon natives In the Putumayo
when
The
became
father
enraged
the committee on naval affairs to defrom Denver one rubber country indicate that the two
arrived
home
Tony
termine how far shipbuilders and arday late, having been delayed by the governments are In perfect accord.
morers can go to build the "very best
Stuart J. Fuller, this government's
the boy
',
rT storm of Sunday. He scolded
battleship or cruiser the world has report
so soundly special agent, recently announced his
his
brother
and
younger
ever seen or will ever see." That Is
that he worked himself into an insane arrival at Iquiton, the head of deep
a large order, but It received the
water navigation on the Amazon, and
state and the boys feared him. v
LOOK
SENATE
TO
INTO
sanction of the senate and the resolu"I'll fix the whole family," shouted his purpose to establish a base there
tion gives the naval authorities the
as he caught up an ax and and proceed up the river to the Putuwidest latitude In figuring and estimatFORESTRY CONDITIONS Cordlllo,
for the house. Terror strick mayo valley. He la not expected to
started
'
ing that they have ever known. No
en, tie older boy ran to the woodpile malyj an original Investigation, for
question of expense is Involved. The
state
the
behind
a
ran
departmen has accepted the
and
up
seizing hatchet,
"very best" alone will satisfy, but It STORIES OF ABUSES LEAD TO his father and felled him with two British report as quite sufficient
THE INTRODUCTION OF A
Is ridiculous for the resolution to deBut the Peruvian government hav
,
blows from the sharp tool.
RESOLUTION
mand that our government' now build
The father nearly died from loss of ing undertaken to bring to justice the
the best war vessel that the world
blood before the could be removed to guilty ones, Mr. Fuller la charged to
Washington, July 19. An investiga
"will ever see." Progress in shipsee to it that this promise is, redeem
the hospital.
building has been very rapid. When tion of expenditures In the forest serand that the conditions complain
ed,
to
was
"I
hurt
going
thought he
it is remembered that the first iron vice by a special senate committee
lad ed of are endued. It, la assumed by the
declared
the
little
mother,"
stoutly
ship was built within the memory of is asked In a resolution by Senator in jail this afternoon.
state department that the causes of
men now Jiving and that such a model Overman. The committee would sit
already have been removed.
complaint
would be of no earthly account now during the recess of congress. The
Because of the difficulty of access to
BOUT.
WINS
WELLS
adays, an idea may be gained of what Overman "resolution was referred to
It
the Putumayo country, however,
New York,
July 19. Bombardier
still remains to be done in the way of the committee on urgent expense. It
wilt be some time before the state deof
EngWells,
heavyweight champion
was Inspired by reports of abuses.
achieving perfection.
partment can get a report from Mr.
"I am informed," said the North land, knocked out Tom Kennedy, of
The fatal lack of definite naval pol
Fuller.
44
2
sec
ana
New
minutes
after
York,
Icy has caused this government to Carolina senator, "that duplication of
waste millions of dollars In useless payments have occurred; that more onds of fighting In the eighth round
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
We
have built officials ere employed than are need- of their bout here last night.
Me., was badly crippled with eclatic
experimentation.
The knockout came as the culmina rheumatism due he rays to urte acid
enough ships to equip the nations of ed;, and that timber lands are being
seen here In his bloocK "Foley Kidney Pills
the world but today we have com- denuded more rapidly than before the tion of the fastest tight
law. The entirely cured me and also removed
since
of
the
the
Horton
days
was
n
established."
paartively few battleships In commls-eio- service
to numerous black, specks that were conwas
smash
a
blow
rent
deciding
that would be considered fortinually before my eyes." Foley Kidthe jaw which sent Kennedy down, ney
s
Pill a are a uric acid solvent and
midably against any other
over
The
his
the
head
are
ropes.
effective for the various forms
FORMAL
ANSWERS
MUST
hanging
tre
built
vessels at
power. We have
referee counted Kennedy out and 'his of rheumatism. O. O. Shaefer, Red
mendous cost that have been declared
him to his corner. Cross Drug Store.
seconds
unfit for service within a year after
BE IN BY AUGUST 3 OnceA carried
in the round Kennedy
before
launching. The famous "dynamite'
had gone down for a count of nine,
Captain W. B. Brunton, a ranchman
ship "Vesuvius" was of this class.
of
to
the
when
left
hooked
his
Wells
Shoemaker, came In this afternoon
And eVery few months the naval de- ARCHBALD IMPEACHMENT CASE
from his home.
to
the
sent
face
and
his
jaw.
right
IS'ADJOURNED
UNTIL
worn-out
partment sets aside some
' """THAiT
DATE.
ehlp to be used as a target by the
;
''-t
n
gunners of more modern vessels. Not
;'.
a single ship that Schley commanded Washington, July 19 Tne impeach
which will try Judge
court
ment
at Santiago Is today of the first rank
"Ho!" cried the.poet with delight,
commerce court attei
Archbald
of
the
even
are
of
Is
It
if
doubtful
and
any
3
fixed
session
a
brief,
today,
August
the second rank.
"They taste like sun and autumn blended."
all
answers
formal
for
as
limit
the.
That the United States should keep
Then penned a toast straightway to Post,
29
up the strength of Its navy la a Bettled and then adojurned until July
"Here's to your Toasties they are splendid."
national policy. But the folly of build- without deciding if the trial shall go
on this summer or go over until fall.
and
at
aimlessly
haphazard
ships
ing
Written by C. M. SNYDER,
The senate resolved Itself into the
should cease. We should adopt some
460 Riverside Drive, New York City.
definite standard of naval construc- impeachment court shortly after Its
to
was
word
sent
Co..
and
50
Postum
session
the
which
for
of
One
began
the
jingles
tion and adhere to It. One great batBattle Creek. Mich., paid $1000.00 In May.
house that it was ready to
the
fulfill
should
It
even
its
If
tleship,
mission of being the "best the world
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AUTOMOBILE LINE

10 ROSVELL IS
N EEDtD
SAYS
ATTORNEY
DISTRICT
WOULD BRING HUNDREDS
TO LAS VEGAS WEEKLY.

SEE ! This fine Dinner
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AND
$3.90
Flour
CASH
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By District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward Is made the timely suggestion
that Las Vegas should begin at once
an agitation which will result in the
establishment of an automobile mall
and stage route between this city and
Vaughn. Mr. Ward has just returned
from a trip to Roswell and Vaughn,
He says he met fully a dozen peoole
In one day of his trip who were anxious to came to Las Vegas and who
wyuld have patronized a stage line
between Vaughn and this city had
one been In existence. Such a stage
line would decrease the distance
which one must travel to Tech Roswell by aboufr 300 miles, the trip by
rail being 500 miles while a line from
Las Vegas to the Pecos valley city by
way. of Vaughn would not be over 200
miles in length.
As nearly everybody knows, a stag?
line between Roswell
and Vaughn

has been in operation for several
years and has been tound to be a
great success from every standpoint.
of the
Mr. Ward says the
line are willing, to establish similar
service between Vaughn and Las Ve
gas provided they can secure a mall
carrying contract. Concerted action
by the cltiizens of Las Vegas, headed
by some such organization as the
Commercial club or the Retailers' association, doubtless would be lnstr
mental in inducing the government to
award a mall contract to the automo'
bile stage line.
Mr. Ward says such a line would be
advantageous to Las Vegas in a great
Should one be Inaugumany ways.
rated he says, Las Vegas ana the
mountains surrounding it would be
visited every summer bj &arge numbers of people from tae Pecos valley.
At present these people because ot
the long distance they are obliged to
travel and the large amount of time
consumed in such traveling have given up the Idea of visiting the summer
resorts in this vicinity, but go instead to Cloudcroft and the White
mountains They realize that the
northern part of New Mexico is the
most desirable place for an outing in
the summer but they do not like the
long and expensive journey required
to reach Las Vegas.
The establishment of such a stage
line would be of great benefit to Las
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EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
MAN-M- I
LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCBKS
Like if.
Trr a Sack You'll

Jefferson Faynolds President

'

Hai'ett Raynous Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vic President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

rl. Erie floMe Asst Cashier

--

Vegas In

a

commercial way, much

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

Nobember

27,

1912,

kj
Interest Paid on
I

Consideration $1.
Pilar Padilla to Jacob Stern et al.,
August 10, 1911, 159.59 acres In section
6 twp. 16 R. 22 and section 1 twp. 16
R. 21. Consideration $1.
Antonio Sandoval et ux July 10,
1912, 161 acres in section 6 twp. 17 R.
22, lots 6 and 7. Consideration $1.
Jose Maria Leyba to Antonio Sando
val June 21, 1911. Land in eection 6
twp. 17, R 22. Consideration $1.
Francisco E. Delgado, et als, to Elina Qulntana de Delgado, October 10,
1911, house and lot In Las Vegas. Con
sideration $500.
Board Trustees to Luisa U. de Es
quibel, August 6, 1907, 160 acres In
sections 17, 20, 21 twp. 16 R. 15.
Quit Claim Deeds
M. Bell to E. Corlz, June 19, 1909,
lot 18 town of Las Vegas. Considera
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SAENGERFEST AT MARINETTE
Marinette, Wis., July 19. Marinette Is thronged with visitors for the
big saengerfest which opened today
and will continue over Sunday. Delegations of singers are nere'from Fon
du Lac, Appleton, Green Bay,
Stevens IVmt end i. number of
Osh-kos-

m

PUQPS

"NQNE RESERVED"
DURING OUR GREAT JULY CLEARANCE SALE

Smashing Reductions in all
Departments to Make Room
for New Goods,
--

SALE CLOSES AUGUST
15 TO 33

1

PER CENT OFF

1-- 3

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

$1.

Wise-msl-

Deposits

TRY AN AD. IN THE

159.80

twp. 16 R. 16. Consideration, $1.
Rafaielita Pena de Esquibel to Carlos Ortiz et ux, November 22, 1900,
property in precinct No. 6 Las Vegas,

other

Tlnva

f

acres in section 6 twp. 16 R. 21, and
section 1 twp. 16 R. 21.
' United States of America to Jose
Maria Leyba, October 10, 1910,. 160.07
acres in section 6, twp. 17 R. 22, lots'
6 and 7.
Jose Ignacio Anaya et ux to Charles
KinkaJd, July 8, 1912, SE& section 34,

tion

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Coartesy and Accommodation Within-thScope of Good Banking.

Warranty Deeds
United States of America to Pilar
Padilla,

M.

and Undivided Profits

llOO.OOOnSoRPUirs,

,

ad-

'

ditional buslneess being attracted
here. It would be a good idea for
some of the live boosters to get behind the movement and push it to a
'
successful conclusion.
,

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

J

The
'

store

of quality"
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PERSONALS
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NO NECESSITY

,

Harold
in today

station.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden have
returned from a week's camping trip
on the Lower Pecos.
Miss Opal Jones, left this afternoon
U1 spend
a
for Tipton, where she
short time visiting friends.
George E. Hayden, a Santa Fe auditor, with headuarters In Kansas City
was here today on business. .
William Trautman, a Scnta Fe official from Topeka, was a visitor in
Las Vegas today on business.
Mrs. Tom Bryant left last night on
train No. 2 far Benton Harbor, Mica,
where she will visit her parents.
Meyer Friedman will leave his home
in San Francisco tonight for Las VeHe expects to visit relatives
gas.
here for several days.
Brother John of St. Michael's College, Santa Fe, came in last evening
from the Capital City and was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Sr.,' who is in
;.' James : S. Duncan,
California, has heen called to Pueblo,
Colo.', Vy the serious illness of his
daughter, Mrs. G. C. Price.
Attorney William G. Hayden returned last' night from a short business trip tq Colfax county. He was
accompanied by his son, Osborne.
Charles E. Doll, a commercial man
of Santa Fe, was in Las Vegas today
visiting the trade. Mr. Doll represents the National Biscuit company.
E. E. Johnson, the land man, accompanied by' a party of Kansas
farmers, prospective mesa land owners, made the trip to the country east
of here this morning.
v
J. A.' Coniey, Santa Fe division
master mechanic with headquarters
in Raton, was In Las Vegs today on
buiSlhess. jir'He was accompanied to
the Meadow Citjy by A. B. Wachtes,

FOR REDUCTION

"

Always inquire of us before buying elsewhere as

our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

a forester,' came
from the Galllnas planting

D. Burrall,

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

:

Graatertli

Hoffman

(The Popular Priced Store)

PKon

Nun

104.

.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

RAYVJOOD'S
3BiSp;im!'iifitiufli

mutt
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD RIPY WHISKEY

another1 of facial in

COORS GOLDEN DEER ON

the

mechanical

de-

partment. ?
Mr. and Mr. C. E. Smyers, of Ama-rlll'
Texas, who have been visitors
Lag;A$ecas several days, left this
afternoon for their home. Mr. Smyers
who was formerly a resident of Las
Vegas, ia Santa Fe trainmaster in
"

All

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

marillo.
Colonel

E. C. Abbott of the First
National
Regiment New Mexico
Guard, Captain Norman L. King, Captain Domingo Pacheco and Lieutenant James Baca returned last evening from Santa Fe where they nad
been to attend the funeral of Jake
Safford, who was a lieutenant in Company T? of that city.

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

Abundant rains nave fallen in the
country In and around Beulah, and
everything points to a record breaking
vear for the ranchmen and farmers.
are
Grain and other farm product
coming along in fine style, and the
aDDles and other fruits are maturing
or
rapidly. Unless h,eavy hail stonnB
the
Interfere
some other calamity
cixds will be unusually large.
Some of the fat cattle In the national forest reserve have changefi
hands, S. L. Barker, turning several
head over to Las Vegas parties.
A party of three, Stephen Powers,
fishJudge Bope and Brie Hoke, were
several
days
on
the
Sapello
upper
ing
ago and were well rewarded for their
efforts.
One of the Normal graduates from
the Beulah community has been appointed as a teacher in the Gallup
schools for the coming term.
Omar Barker, while out hunting
small game recently, met a big cinnamon bear. The surprise was mutual
and each came out of the fray without getting hurt. Neither Mr. Bear
nor Mr. Barker were afraid, hut there
seemed no reason for getting into a
scrap, over nothing, and both went
peacefully on their way. Bears are
quite numerous in the Pecos forest
now, and, according to reports, are t
be found In "gangs on the .stock rangft
ranchof the upper Pecos. Several
'
men have reported cattle killed by
these bears, and as no one In that
community has time to go hunting
for the beasts, it is not unlikely that
to come
they will send for "Teddy"
o'it and make a cleaning.
If you are a housewife you cannot
or
reasonably hope to be healthy
beautirul by washing dishes, sweepall day,
ing and doing housework
and crawling Into bed dead tired at
out Into the open
night You must get
air and sunlight. If you do this every
dav and keep your stomach and bowels" in good order by taking Chamberwhen
needed,
you
lain Tablet's
both
healthy and
should become
beautiful. For sale iv all dealers.

-
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YOU GOING TO

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove Them With the New Drug.
An eminent skin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double
strength, which is so uniformly successful in removing freckles and giving a clear, beautiful complexion that
THE CIRCUS TRAIN IS DUE TO AR- it is sold
by any first class druggist
RIVE IN THE MORNING AT
In Las Vegas under an absolute guar5:30 O'CLOCK
antee to refund the money if it falls.
Don't hide your freckles under a
Tomorrow is circus day for Las
veil; get an ounce of othine and reVegas ana me Burruuuuiiis. wuunj. move them. Even the first night's
The Yankee Robinson big three ring i.se will show a wonderful Improv-"n.t-n- t,
circus, and the Texas Bill wild west
some of the lighter freckle
show, will be the attraction. Accord- vanishing entirely. It is absola'.e'j-nurmltfs- ,
ing to the best reports obtainable, the
and cannot injure '.'..e most
circus train, with its animals, per- tender skin.
formers, tents, and paraphernalia, wiH
Bt sure to ask any first class drugarrive in the Meadow City at 6:30 o' gist in Las Vegas for the double
The circus
clock in the morning.
strength othine; it is this that is sold
gave two performances in Raton to on the money back guarantee.
is scheduled to leave there
day.and
in
its special train of 17 cars
tonight
at 12 o'clock.
MAROONS LEAVE FOR
The circus and wild west parade will
start at noon from the circus grounds
near the Castle High School building.
TRIP OF ONE WEEK
and though the exact route has not
t
bten selected it is probable that the
parade will proceed down Sixth street, CAMES WITH DAWSON AND MAXWELL WILL BE PLAYED
along Douglas and over Into the West
AWAY FROM HOME.
sid around the Plaza and thence back
to the grounds.
The Las Vegas Maroons left this
The animals, tents and wagons will
be unloaded as soon as the train ar- afternoon for Dawson where they ar
rives, which means that the future scheduled for a three game series
The teams are
citizens of the Meadow City will arise with the Miners.
at an early hour on the morrow, for booked for one game tomorrow afterfew are the American boys who would noon and will play a aoubleheader
not arise at 3 a. m if necessary to Sunday. Tommy Lochard, ihe crack
meet a circus train, and to be on Trinidad twirler, will pitch one of the
hand to get the Job hauling water for three games for the locals, it being
probable that he will work in tomorthe elephants.
The circus people have requested row's contest. "Chief" ixckhart and
the
the mayor, chief of police and city "Swede" Soresen will pitch
council to give them police protection other two games.
In this series Jack Lyons will be
during the unloading of Kongo the
huge elephant Just imported frort shifted to second base, Ward, th
India.
He is unloaded about 6 o'- regular eacker going to the short-fielSorensen or Lockhart will covclock each morning.
Is considered
er
the
initial sack on this trip. Dave
and
officials
if
very dangerous,
proper
are present there will be no danger of Sandoval accompanied the team and
anyone being Injured. They have also will hold down right fiela, Ellis being
requested, that all traffic upon streets played in center. Buckles, Owens and
to the circus grounds, over which Clark will play in their regular places.
The boys are confident that they
"Kongo" will have to travel, will be
suspended during tho hours of 6 and can take two out of inree in the, ser7 In the morning.
In the event the ies with the Miners and many of
big beast would meet a team of horses, them have a hunch that all three
a cow, a dog, or some animal not games will be victories for the MaHowever, whether they ' win
known to him, he might prove too roons.
much for the ten keepers who are all three or only one out of three,
employed to guard and fight him. He the contests will all be hoi ones and
is heavily chained and every precau- well worth the price of admission.
The Maroons will play In Maxwell
tion is taken with the big beast.
Kongo" has elephant instinct, how on Tuesday and Wednesday of next
ever, and will accept peanuts from week, returning home Thursday afThe game with Cokedaie
menagerie patrons and is seemingly ternoon.
very happy when in the menagerV has been called off. The Cokedaie
tent with the other animals.
aggregation and the Trinidad club
The circus is booked for a. matinee recently consolidated and will play in
and night performance. The big show Las Vegas in the near future, on
In the afternoon will
be about 2 some Saturday and Sunday. The
o'clock, or as soon as the parade is Dawson club, which, with the excepover and the performers have eaten tion of the locals, Is the fastest in
for games
their dinner and made ready for the the state. Is scheduled
event. Eight o'clock is the hour set here Saturday and Sunday of next
week. This wilMje a fast series and
for the evening performance.
The Yankee Robinson circus will should be a big drawing card.
leave Las Vegas tomorrow night,
going from here to Rocky Ford, Colo ,
Its next stopping place.
WOLGAST WILL

Bl?

MEET

e;

..
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County Commissioner A. A. Galle-goof Pecos is a visitor in the city
and will remain over for a special
meeting of the commissioners tomorrow. Mr. Gallegos, who is one of the
leading merchants and stock men of
the Pecos country, reports plenty of
rain and general conditions good in
hts locality.
Thomas Teeling of 4152 Union ave-luphlcago, 111., accompanied by
ilrs. Teeling. is visiting at the home
of Mr. and, Mrs. Sagert," 721 Fifth
street. Mr. Teeling is a livestock man
Yesterday, in
of the Windy City.
company with George A. Fleming, tie
WAIT
visileJ hla property on the Hot Springs
boulevard. He found his corn cro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spless,' Mr.
UNTIL HE IS "RIGHT"
growing nicely. Tomorrow Mr. Teeling
M.
Mrs.
and
McKrever
and
J.
miles
will visit Wu mesa farm, four
of Chicago, came in last
east of town, near the Erb and WestLIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION IS IN
erman Hract. This land is being de- - evening from the Valley ranch where
NO HURRY TO MEET JOE
been during the past week.
had
they
of
that
F
city.
Comoany
s

BEUUAH BUDGET.

BILLIH

DAILY

TODAY'S BASEBALL.
American League.

Washington, July
won the first game',

19.

The

K. H.
9 0

'

Washington

...5

1 7 1
St. Louis
Grooms and Williams; Powell and

Stephens.
Philadelphia, j ,y 19. The first
game was won by the visitors.
R.H.E.
6 n 0
Philadelphia
8 12 6
Detroit
Brown,. Pennock and Lapp; Willet
and Stanage.
Boston, July 19. Boston won the
first game.

TIMELY AID
When ohe'a digestion
is "put of fix", a' gocd

straightforward test of
food is worth much.
vho have suf-

llany

fered ft om stomach
trouble have discovered
that a dish of
GRAPE-NUT- S
'

is

V

rj

-

.and .cteanj.

not. only easily

di-

gested, but actually
sists in the digestion of
as-

other food.
The power' of proper
food the kind the stomach will digest, and at
the same time yields

nourishment is almost
unlimited.
"THERE'S A REASON''

'i

.

PwtumCerolCs..

Ltd., Battle

Crtek, Mich.

THE BEST TEACHER
Experience Still Holds The Palm
For real practical reliability and
something to swear by, experience
is able to carry
plain old experience
a big load yet without getting
sway-backe-

.

found soine things
about food from Old Experience a
good, reliable tpacher.
She writes: "I think I have used almost every
breakfast food manufactured, but none
in my estimation.
equal Grape-Nut"I was greatly bothered with weak
stomach and indigestion with formation of gas after eating, and tried many
remedies for it but did not find relief.
"Then I decided I must diet and
see If I could overcome the difficulty
that way. My choice of food was
Grape-Nutbecause the doctor told me
I could not digest starchy food.
"It has been a great benefit to me
for I feel like' a different person since
I begun to use it It is wonderful to
me, how strong my nerves have become. I advise everyone to try it, for
experience is the "best teacher.
"If you have any stomach trouble
can't digest your food, use Grape-Nut- s
food for breakfast at least, and
you won't be able to praise1 1( enough
when you see how different you feel."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read the little book,
"The Road to Wellville," In pkgs.
dition.
A So. Dak. woman

s

s

'

Los Angeles, July 19. Conflicting
statements regarding the attitude of
Wolgast and Rivers ieft the question
of a return battle between the light
and the chalweight champion
lenger on Labor Day much in doubt
today. Under his own name a state
ment said to have been written by
Wolgast was published today declaring the champion was. willing to meet
Rivers six or seven months hence, or
whenever the champion felt he was
"right." At the same time another
statement was published giving the
result of a stormy session oetween
the managers of Wolgast and Rivers,
and asserting there would be no
fight between the rivals on Labor Uay
or any other day.
In the mean time, Tom McCarey,
promoter of the PacUc Athletic club.
said he was as much at sea as anybody and that Wolgast had failed to
keep an appointment to meet him in
conference today.
"Wolgast told me he would sign ar
ticles for the Labor Day contest as
soon es Rivers did," said McCarey.
"Rivers has signed and Wolgast so
far has shown no disposition to follow suit. I don't understand it."
In the statement credited to him
Wolgast "cheerfully admits" that
Rivers was a "tougher proposition"
than he had believed, and adds that
he will not meet the Mexican fighter
again until he has improved his con.
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League.

Pittsburg, July 19. The first game
went to New York.
K.ri.fc.
4 10 2
Pittsburg
4

2

Mar-uuar-

d

.Mothers

.

buy your boy

iD3-thtest. We have

Tom Ross arrived this., afternoon
from Oregon, and is a guest at the
home of his daughter. Mrs. A. C.
Mrs. Joe. Burks and son, Dan Burks,
returned last night" from Santa Fe
where they had been several days
visiting friends.
Miss Nina White, a student at the
Normal University from San Juan
county, left this afternoon for Santa
where she will spend Sunday.
Miss Pearl Hutchinson, who has
been teaching at the Normal summer
schoil, left this afternoon for Por- tales, where she will t,each at the
Roosevelt county institute.
Mrs. Wallace Raynolds and chil
dren, of Omaha. Neb., who have been
in Las Vegas visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, left
this afternoon for Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Jensen, who have
been in Las Vegas for the past three
months, left this afternoon for Albuquerque. Mr. Jensen was here in the
Advertising
employ of the Romero

I bought them

first for my
son; next for his sister; then I bought a box for my
husband, and now I am wearing them myself. They
save me money, time and patience and are so comfort
able and stylish that I am grateful to you for
recommending them
to me and my entire family."

Carrigan; Bens, Bell

5
New York
O'Toole, Warner and Simon;
and Meyers.

A well known
mother wrote ua recently:
'I call your store 'labor
saving head- quarters' since you induced me to buy

ThWndi

and Kubn.
National

Delist

ftp

R. H. K.
BoBton
Chicago
Collins and

will b

bos

of

. good

i.
them fa all size, if
four pairs wear out in hecL toe or sole
fa four mouths you
get new ones free.

E. ROSENWALD & SON

VITAGRAPH'S
GREATEST FEATURE

f

"

-.

company.

lira

HEARING AT CHICAGO.
Chicago, 111., July 19. Represen-

tatives of the Interstate commerce
Commission listened to evidence here
today in the demurrage and through
bill of lading controversy between the
Galveston Bay lines and the steamship interests at Galveston.
In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work in a few days
Is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bait, Cal.. had
trouble, wai
kidney and bladder
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced
using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." His exis worth following. ' O. G.
ample
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
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"BEFORI:
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A

BOOK WAS

-

TRiTTEff

FEATURING

MISS EDITH STORY
MISS ROSE TAPLEY

'

MR. TEFT JOHNSON
'
MR. HARRY NORTHRUP
and MR. RALPH INCE
of

the Vitagraph Moving Picture Company. -

HERE IS YOUR

C II A

no

NR more beautiful than the The Cave Man, who lived over
five thousand years ago. He dressed in the skins of ani- 1 ne
w untu in
uiou
veins.
scuuiiieius anu
jr
feelings, the manners and customs of the people of the
stone age are cieany snown m this teature film. It tells a
story of men and women in the days when their clothing were furs, spoils
fk-- y

E

-

RIVERS AGAIN.

fpk Away with le Darraii

locals

TO GET SOME HIGH GRADE

of leopards and deer. They were stalwart, beautiful men and women.
Their weapons were crude,
axes, helved 'with hickory, and
rough bows and arrows; but we see in them folk who could rob the white
bear of his skin, they can grapple and leap and run. Their arms are
bare and their well-kn- it
sinews ripple as they move in grace and strength.
The beauty of humanity transcends all other beauty; and the human figures
in this living picture would delight a Michel Angelo.
It is winter; there is
snow on the earth and the rocks and on every twig and fork where it
could lodge. The place is full of briars and tangles: no garden, but wild.
These
give to the picture a vitality as real as the stinging
north wind. It is also spring; and the quickening wave of new life walls
from the south. It wakens joy, need of freedom
up the rough
and love; but it also demands labor; the fields have to be tilled. This is a
human picture; there is work in it as well as love and jealousy and struggle. The struggle if both spiritual and physical.
flint-head-

FIRST

QUALITY
ENAMELED WARE AT
TUN WARE PRICES
ONYX

Wafch Our Window For
The Bargains. At The Prices We Ask, They Will Not
Last Long. Gome Early.
1 1r Punc ot
u po
35c Wash Pan

15c

.

.

hill-sid- e,

Ort
rj

9c !

Soup Ladles

- 5c
10c
5c
10c

15c Dippers
,15c

back-groun-

Pie Plates...

25c 2 qt Pudding Pans....
35c 4 jt Pudding Pans. . . 20c
50c 5 qt Pudding Pans. . . 25c
'
75c 14 qt Dish Pans
50c
85c 17 qt Dish Pans
65c
$1.25 21 qt Dish Pans.... 75c
75c 10 qt' Water Pails
50c
85c 12 qt Water Pails .... 65c
$1.00 14 qt Water Pails. ..75c
85c No. 8 Tea Kettles
65c
$1.25 No. 9 Tea Kettles.. .75c

....

500 Other Items at ame
Rate. Low Prices Only.
Every Item is Onyx Enameled Ware. Sale starts July
20, 1912. For One Week.

The

5-I0-

&

25c Store

j

ALSO

TWO

BIOGRAPH

FARCE COMEDIES

A Close Call"

A

Helen's Marriage"
PATHE
DRAMA

OF ABSORBING INTEREST

For the Honor of the Name"

oBROWN

MIGHT AND SATURDAY
USUAL. PRICE OF ADMISSION

OabGOPi2Q

for

u
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Din
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DUCHESS AUGUSTA 13 90. advertisement said estray will be sold
Advertisement
ot by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom It
July 19. The little
may concern that ths following de
capital ot the rand owner when found.
was the
scribed estray animal was taken np by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelltz- ,
G. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
scene today ot a notable gathering of
Albuquerque, N. M.
One dun or cream male
royalty assembled for the celebration 1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
ot the ninetieth birthday anniversary
horse with strip In face, 10 years.
'
700 lbs., 13 hands.
of the Dowager Grand Duchess AuEstray Advertisement
ot
the reigning grand
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
gusta, mother
The may concern that the following deOn left hip
duka ot Mecklenburg-Strelltz- .
..,,,,
T5
English royal family as well as the scribed estray animal was taken up by
Imperial family of Uennany was rep- J. L. Ktakada, St Vrain. N. M.
On left hip
t:
Cor. Grand and Douglas Aye.
One black horse, 10 or 12
resented at the celebration, for tha
Said animal being unknown to this
was
before
13 hands.
700
duchess
venerable
Ibi.,
M.
Sast Las Vegas,
years,
grand
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
her marriage the English Princess
before July 30, 1912, said date being
On left thigh
10 days after last appearance of this
Augusta, daughter of the Dune of
Cambridge and own cousin of Queen
Branded
advertisement said estray will be sold
She is the oidost woman
Victoria.
On right hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
of the English royal family end was
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
always spoken of by the late King Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M BIEHL, Propietor
Edward as "our doyenne." m spite before
30, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
July
416 Grand Ave
ot her 90 years the grand duchess is 10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. July 10. last pub.
July 20, 12
active ot mind and body. She is ex- advertisement, said estray will be sold
Phone Main 447
tremely fond of social gatherings and by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Battery Charging Station
an indefatigable patroness ot the owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom ft
theater.
Automobiles for Hire
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
George L. Hlgbie', Manton, Men., 1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
used Foley Kidney Pills tor kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: "1
One sorrel white face
Estray Advertisement
find for my case no other medicine
Notice is hereby given to whom it horse 8 years. 500 lbs.
equals Foley Kidney pills for beneBranded
ficial effect" They are a safe and may concern that the following dereliable medicine for kidney trouble scribed estray animal was taken np by On left hip
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful E. j. White, Estancla.
'
Branded
Carriage Manufacturer,
drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
One male colt black, 2
On right hip
Drug Store.
General Blacksmithing,
feet hlgTi.
years, 300. lbs., i
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Carriage Painting
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
N. J. Gorham. msnier tinne- or
On left shoulder
DEALER IN
Woodvllle. Woodvllle. Ga.. had a ver
Said animal being unknown to this before July 30, 191" said date being
severe attack of kidney trouble and
10 days after Ia
C
and
Hardware
trance of this
Heavy
tne pains in his kidneys and back Board, unless claimed by owner on or advertisemF- 3(5,
will ba nM
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Tol-e- y before July
1912, said date being
Material
Wtgon
b? this
it of the
10
our
Pllla
from
drnennt
Kidney
days after last appearance ot this owner
.
and they entirely relieved me. I have
said
advertisement
will
sold
be
estray
more oeneni rrom tnem than any othCAT'i
v BOARD,
er medicine." O. G. Schaafr. T?ii by this Board for the benefit of the
aquerque. N. M.
o ner when found.
Cross Drug Store.
1st pub. July U, last pub. July 20, '12
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CLAY AND HAVENS
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Sales
Stables.
Feed
and
livery,
may concern that the following 'demay concern that the following described estray animal was taken ud bv
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken ud by
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Notice
la
to
G. J. Hunhollon,
whom
it J. H.
hereby given
Schroeder, N. M.
Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
One sorrel female horse. may concern that the following de
. One
old bay unbroken
scribed
animal
was
6 years, 700 lbs., 13
taken
estray
up by
hands.
14
horse,
hands
high, about 4 years.
J. H. Head. White Water.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

NO.
LODGE
DOH ADO
LOOCI NO t. A. F. A EL
Me
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
A M. Regular comeverr Monday
munication first and
olng in Oastis Hall.
tMr1
t
Y visiting Knights are
CVA cordially Invited.
V
,
oordijai, invited.
E. Uebsofc
. R. Murray,
N. O. Herman, VT. K.;

CHAPMAN

RATES

A. II. Lorenzen

11

To-wi- t:

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Thdayljessa

M,yAKSoha..
nler.

Secretary.

Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Rs
No ad to occupy less space than two
ooooIat Boomi Tsv
line. All advertle ments charged
day In each mouth at
will be booked at space actually set,
Temple at 7:10 p. m. C D.
without regard to number of words.
Boucher, B. O.; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.

Iu1at

Hit

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

i

J f.OT.IIM wl A
W'

To-wi-

f.

ifjiflCjTl

$31

SS

urn Mititi
OPTIC'8

NUMBER, MAIN

i.

Wanted
WANTED

Competent cook. Apply
1108 Seventh street, Mrs. W. G.
Haydon.

Ma-eon- lo

B.

y

Cbanselloi

Commander.
Harry
i
Martin, Keeper
Kcord and Seal.

and
P. O. ELKS Meets, second
fourth 'Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially inviied. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS JUgmiar convoca
ATTOKNEY8
tion lrst Honda? In each
momtk at Kaaonle Temi
HUNKER A HUNKER
pi st 7:l 9. m. U. E.
Chester A. Huo
Geo. H. Hunker
O.
F.
H.
P.;
Wimama,
Attorneys at Law.
Blood. Secretary.
New Mexie
Las Vegas.
RANSFORD
no. x, o. e.
-- lCMts
Brst and third Fridays In
MAAoale Tsmple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy ICatrom; James
Rati edge
Worthy Patrom; Mrs. George Trlp,

chapter

PHYSICIANS

a

Secretary. Phone htala
Grand avenue.

12,,

120

DR. H. W. HOUF

Residence

1018

Fifth St

Office 50614 Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m

WANTED At once, capable general FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
DENTISTS
102 Meets every
girl in the mountains. Good treatMonday night at
O. R. C Ball, on Bonslaa ktktiiia
ment state salary. Mountain View
t
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
8 o'clock.
Ranch, Cowles, N. M.
visiting members are
Successor to
E.
welcome,
coiuuuiy
Oehring,
Dr. E L. Hammond
J. T. Bnhler. secretary;
WANTED Experienced
saleslady. president;
C. H. Bally, treasarer.
Office 7 Crockett Building.
None but experienced need apply.
Phone Main 115
Hoffman & Graubarth, Bridge St
Residence Phone Olive 6462.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
WANTED Five room furnished cotr
Meet In the forest of brother
Branded
love at Woodmen of the Wor
tage, must have, front and sleeping
LOCAL TIME CASO
On right shoulder
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
porch. Good location desired. AdTTn a
dress Optic
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
On left hip
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlu
EAST BOUND
ing neighbors are especially
eA
we Arrive
Said animal being unknown to this
come and cordially invited.
. 1:15 P-No. X... . :10 p. m.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
11:1
No. 4.. .11:05 p m
before July 30. 1912, said date
being
C. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
1:25 a. ar
goods.
10 days after last apDearance of thin FOR SALE Household
541 No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
McClanahan, 1055 Sixth street
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m...... 2:10 s. as.
advertisement said estray will be sold
ny mis Board for the benefit of the
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
FOR SALE
"
Two registered roan
rooms of Temple Monteflore at t t
owner when found.
WEST BOUND
Durham bull calves. John Hartman,
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 1... ..1:20 p. m.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
,,,1:45 p.
East Las Vegas.
6:15 p. m.
Isaao Appel No. 8... ..6:10 a. m
cordially invited
Albuquerque, N. M.
4:60 9.
1st. pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
m
President; Charles Greenclay, See No 7... ..4:40 p.
FOR SALE Best residence lots in
7:80 p. as
No. 9... ..6:35 p. m
retary.
the city. 3 lots corner of Baca and
tstray Advertisement
Sixth street, facing east at a very KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCI
Notice is hereby given to whom it
There is more Catarrh la this secreasonable price. Inquire Bachar
.NO. 804. Meets second and fosrt
may concern that the following detion ot the country than all other disach Bros.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Thursday in O. R. C. faaH. Pion. eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurMarcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
building. Visiting members are c
docFOR SALE Piano and household fur
d tally Invied. Peter Emenaker, G. able. For a great many years
M.
tors pronounced it a local disease and
510
niture.
Main
6t
street
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
One black horse, 800 lbs..
.prescribed local remedies, and by
14 hands high, 9
years.
constantly falling to cure with local
WHITE Wyandotte hens, 50c, 75c I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO treatment pronounced it incurable.
Branded
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson,
1. Meets every
Monday evening a: constitutional disease, and therefore
On left hip
Kansas.
Humboldt,
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit requires
constitutional treatment
Said animal being unknown to this
ing brethren cordially Invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Board, unless claimed by owner on or JULY
SPECIAL 100 Buff
Rock
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. O.; by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood is the only Constitution I cure on the
market It is taken
In
10 days after last appearance of this
Humboldt Kan.
Secretary; Karl WerU, Treasurer doses from 10 drops te aInternally
teaspoonful.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
It acts directly on the blood and muby this Board for the benefit of the
cous surfaces of the system. They
owner when found.
dollars for any
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo offer one hundred
case It fails to cure. Send tor cirCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
day evenings each month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
Albuquerque, N. M.
man hall. Visiting Brothers
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Tocot
322 Grand
location.
avenue.
good
1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
dlally Invited to attend. A. M ledo, O.
Phone Olive 5272.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward. Set
Take Hall's Family Pills for conEstray Advertisement
retary; ,
stipation.
Notice is hereby given to whom it FOR RENT Three new rooms furnished for light housekeeping. 921
may concern that the following deLincoln.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
I
Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
M.
M0 lbs, or More, Each Delivery ...
. tte per 1st Is.
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
t:
One bay horse, 900 lbs.,
1.8SS lbs. to IMS lbs. Each Delivery .
. 25e per 1S lbs
rooms
and
also
excellent
bath,
single
15 hands high.
21 lbs. t 1,001 lbs Eaoh Delivery
Sds per IN Ibe
location, 918 Eighth street
Branded
BS lbs. to 20S lbs
Eaeh Delivery
. 4So per IN Ibe.
On left and right shoulder
Lea Than 6f lbs Each Delivery
Me per IN lea.
During the summer months mothBranded
ers
of
children
should
watch
young
On left hip
tM for any unnatural looseness of the
Said animal being unknown to this bowels. When given prompt attention
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or at this time serious trouble may be
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholbefore July 30, 1912, said date being avoided.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can alFamous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.
10 days after last appearance of this
ways be denended unnn. Pnr
ia hv
advertisement, said estray will be sold all dealers. .
by this Board for the benefit of the
sKiei iiSijSi
owner when found.
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la ni.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
most certain to be needed before the
Albuquerque, N. M.
summer is over. Buy It now and be
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, "12
prepared for such an emergency. For
sal by all dealers.

a

To-wi- t:

Branded
One gray mare 9 years,
On right shoulder
750 lbs.
Said
animal being unknown to this
PETER P. MACKEL
.
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
HOU8E AND SIGN PAINTING
On left shoulder
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Hard ww d Finishing, Paper Hanging 10
Said animal being unknown to this
after
last
days
of
this
appearance
;
and Glazing.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
said
advertisement,
estray will be sold
'
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
by this Board for the benefit of the before July 30, 1912, said date being
JvTest Sldfl Plaza . . . . Old Town owner when
10 daya after last appearance of this
found.
' CATTLE SANITARY
advertisement said estray will be sold
,
BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub'. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 owner when found.
' LAVfTMOWERS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
SHARPENED
Albuquerque, N. M.
Lock and i.Gunmith Bicycle and
Estr.y Advertisement
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
General Repairing
Notice is hereby given to whom it
520-6t- h
Street
E. Las Vegas may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
'
B. C. Terry, Solano, N. M.
may concern that the following deOne black mare, 650 lbs, scribed
estray animal was taken up by
Auto mobileCarriage &
13 hands, 3
years.
Leopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar, N.
Branded .
M.
On right shoulder
One bay horse hind logs
Said animal being unknown to this
N. 0. HERMAN
white, 1 feet 6 years.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before July 30, 1912, said date being
On left hip
m.
Grand
Ave
429
10 days after last
appearance of this
Said animal being unknown to this
advertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
by this Board for the benefit of the before
July 30, 1912, said date being
owner when found.
10 days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
NEWLYREatODISLED
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 owner when found.

lb

K

To-wi- t:

C. YOUNG

To-wi- t:

h

sigh pa iFinn a

To-wi-

PLAZA HOTEL
"
Private Baths and. Lavatories
Stea..i'Heat Private Telephones

Rates $2.50,per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
rSpeelal Kates by Week orjMwnth

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom It 1st
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
Ofimlano Gutierrez, Alameda, N. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom, it
One white mare, 12 years, may concern that' the following de' scribed estray animal was taken np by
12 hands.
M. E. Phillips, Koehler, N. M.
Branded
On left hip
One roan mare, 700 lbs.,
Said animal being unknown to this 6 years, 12 hands high.
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
before July 30, 1912, said date being
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
10 days after last
appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N M.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

When you purchase Ice you want

'

the purest and best, don't

you? Sure,
you do! Well, that's the only kind
f Ice we handle pure, Invigorating,
We kno
healthful and delightful.
the Ice business thoroughly and as
ure you that by our new method o
making Ice we are making a quality
that cannot be excelled. The fact ot
the matter Is that, our Ice Is the be
nd purest in the city.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227

Summer colds are hard to get rid
frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Di not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
IFoley's Honey and Tar Compound
ior quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
to other
IHoney and Tar Compound
cough medicines because it quickly
ures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold If taken In time."' Contains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, . Red
Cross Drug Store.

of, and

S

IN Z

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
NO OPIATES

.

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected mav ci
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
1.1H.
Pneumonia which nftn
don fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
nnu
uuMWunu always in the
house and give at first sign of a 'cold.
Refuse substitutes.
Red Cross Drug Co.

mn

ik

O.

G.

Fj

For Rent

RETAIL PRICES

To-wi-

....

Purit'

Schaefer

To-wl- t:

On

left shoulder

L

I

On

left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY

,

Notice Is hereby given to whom
may concern" that the following described estray animal was taken up by
R. B. Schoonmaker, Harvey's Ranch,
Estray Advertisement
Notice li hereby given to whom It
East Las Vegas, N. M.
One black mare 7 or 8 may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
years, 1,000 lbs.
Bias Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
Branded
One red cow, partly white
On right shoulder
8 years.
Branded
f"""5 face,
Branded

.

For Sale

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

FOR THE CHILDREN
QUICK - SAFE

Estray Advertisement

....

Branded
On left ribs

animal being unknown to this
unless claimed by owner on or
July 30, 1912, said date being
July 12, 1912, said date being
10 'days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said
Board,
before
before

NOTICE.
Notice is herdjy given that sealed
bids for the renovation and
repair
of the court house and jail of San Mi.
guel county, New Mexico, according
to plans and specifications how on
file at the office of the county clerk
and the office of the county surveyor of the said county of San Miguel
will be received at the said office of
the county clerk until the fifth day
of August A. D. 1912, until 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said
day.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY
OF SAN MIGUEL, by Fidel Ortiz,
Chairman.

owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Attest:
LORENZO
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. July 10, la3t pub. July 20, '12 Board of County

Clerk

IB

ANT Ads
Are Best
Market; Finders

Classified ads. search out
thejpeople to whom-am- onf
al
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
. That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST someto
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here. '
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
1
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buysrs, of a
.
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
of tne
best markets!

Conmixsloners.

of those who MIGHT

tzvta
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

nrs tt
Qj)

A

IMPORTANT

That You Boost Your Business; You Can do it by Advertising.

THE

A

u

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willingto join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.

;

VEGAt

LA

EMHT

DAILY OPTIC,
See window

summer felts.

W

flLlFancy Bernalillo Blackberries, Fancy California Table Cherries, Fancy Colorado Currants.
Fancy California Peaches, Fancy California Red
Astrican Apples, Fancy Trageby Prunes, Fancy
Burbank and Botan Plums, Fancy Texas Peaches, Fancy California Pears, Fancy Jumbo and
Standard Size Cantaloupes, Fahcy .Oranges and
Grape Fruit. Fancy Jumbo Bananas.
AND IN FRESH VEGETABLES

IKE

the Harket affords

DA-VI- S

' THE CASH GROCER

65C PER QUART

50C PER QUART

-

HAMULUS-

WW

One-Hal-

On

August the seventh when the
w

--

u-beeefflaa

eatrotivg

it

Arizona, nine negro train porters, running out of Albuquerque on the Santa
F6 coast lines, will lose their Jobs.
The porters, it is understood, will be
replaced by flagmen, which positions
will probably be given to brakemen
now on the extra board. An effort to
put the full crew bill through the New
Mexico legislature proved unsuccessful. Hence It Is likely the negro train

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

porters running between Albuquerque
and Las Vegas and Las Vegas and La
Junta will remain In the service.

PhottmMmlnSI

Dollars in Wear

or

We have on band a complete stock of

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAS VEGAS LUMBER GO.
Phone Main 150

The Heme of

tie

We Hsxve

"

did Town

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive In return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

Best of Everything Eatable

Fresh EJyery Day

PIES COOKIES DOUgIWuTS CAKES
GINGERBREAD
JELLY ROLLS

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
fboat

Mtia SI

617

BUNS, PARKER HOUSE ROLLS,
FCPPY SEED ROLLS,

Deught Art

f

ROLLS

THE

&

HAYWARD

CO.

STORE

33

were in attendance at the services
at the home to pay their last tribute
to the pastor and friend. Many hand
some floral pieces, marks of the
love and respect In which the late
minister was held, were received at
the Quiggin home, and covered the
casket with beauty.
Earl Showalter, Mr. Overby, Mr.
Brown, H. C. Smith, Mr. Jordan and
Arthur L. Tillman, acted , as pall
bearers.

DO

SALE

IR

PER CENT DISCOUNT

1- -3

BIB REDUCTION IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

GREENBERGER

HEAD OF ASSOCIATION
RETAILERS MEET LAST EVENING
AND EFFECT PERMANENT
ORGANIZATION.

DELTOX
THE

h.

GREAT

SUMMER

FDR FORCIi, BED

THE GREATEST

EGOM

GRASS

FIBERS

"

RUG r.TADE

In all sizes From 18x36 at 45 cents
TO

9xJ2 at.....

$9.00

Put in one of these
Summer.

J.

C.

rus

and keep cool the rest of the

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

MED

FORI?
1

GOODS

'

Finest Quality Fruits and VeREPBESEHT getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

I

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
i
AND .VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS
.

QUALITY,

BAKERY GOODS

--

i

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

The Best in The City

public schools of San Miguel county,
must attend the institute, to qualify
under the law. San Miguel county
will need 30 more teachers this year

than last
The institute fee will be two dol
lars, payable before being enrolled.
All teachers are urged to attend the
full four weelts. The Institute will be
he held' in the south school building of
Las Vegas.

Bread, Bells,
CooKies, Pies, Cakes,

M. F. DESMARAIS,
County School Superintendent

Doughnuts,

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Fried CaKes and

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

.

is one of the show places of Vegas.

Cinnamon Rolls

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
1

IT TODAY

Phona
Sixth Df?DTV fiMTfirVJ
. CflW
Vegas 121
Street 1 &J11U X
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS
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ON HEN'S SUITS

BOUCHER IS CHOSEN AS

The San Miguel county institute"
will begin .on Monday morning the
5th day of August and continue lor
four weeks. AH teachers desiring to
teach the coming year In any of the

You'll Make a Mistake if You Don't Plant Some

UORE DA

DON'T OVERLOOK THIS OPPORTUNITY

"Those Celery Plants You Sent He Were Bully."
THEY ARE 50c PER 100

BREAD AND A FULL LINE OF BAKERS GOODS

GRAAF

lllli

The members of the Las' Vegas
Business Men's association which reunder the
cently was
State Retailers' association, met last
evening in the rooms of the Commer
cial club. Permanent organization of
the association was perfected. The
same officers who served temporarily
were
and a board of di
rectors, composed of nine prominent
merchants of the city, was chosen.
The officers are: C. D, Boucher, presate the upper story. .
ident; J. H. Stearns, vice president;
William
Shliliaglaw, secretary and
'
ISIS
ISIS treasurer. The directors are: Simon
'
Extra
Bacharach, Peter Roth, A. M.. Adler,
Tonight the girls of the Normal dor- C. V. Hedgcock, Lester Sands, F. J.
mitory are going to take full charge Gehring, E. R. Russell and Tom John-sen- .
of the Isis for one night. Lots of ex
trae with the regular program. Same
The meeting wag attended by a
price.
body of biisInesB'meir'alla
('7
f
10c
Children 6c much enthusiasm was shown over thr
plans of the new organization. Ar
rangements were mae for the compi
lation Qf a rating sheet, which will be
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or carefully prepared and circulated
through the season. Address Harvey's among the merchants.
A meeting of the board of direc
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' oftors of the association has been
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
called for next Thursday night. After
this meeting the directors will meet
READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to regularly once a month.;announce that they have completed
Francisco Gutierrez thlf morning
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores in their plant, filed suit in the district court to quiet
and will receive all kinds of ore toi title to certain land lying in precinct
concentration at a very reasonable No. 6 In the town of Las Vegas. Juana
de Ortega is named ss deprice; will give mill run tests on Rodriguez
states in his com
Gutierrez
fendant
The
capacity
any quantity desired.
Mrs.
that
Ortega claims title
of the plant Is 60 tons of ore per plaint
He
asks
the court to setto
land.
the
day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore tle the controversy and give him a
Hunker is Mr.
per ton from Las Vegas to the mill clear title. Chester
Gutierrez's attorney.
is $3. Address all communications
to Margarito Romero, general mana
ger, El Porvenlr, N. M.
NOTICE
Lan Vegas. N. M., July 3, 1912.
To the Teachers of San Miguel

O

OF OUR:

The' funeral of the late Rev. W. R.
Quiggin, pastor of the First Christian
church, who died yesterday morning
occurred this afternoon from the Quiggin residence, 906 Third street. Interment was in the Odd Fellows' cemetery. Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church, and
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
Methodist church, officiated at the services.
Many of the members of the li
Dr. Qulggins' congregation and friends
to other denominations,
belonging

EVERYONE SAYS

,

CINNAMON

ONLY T

AWAY TO R P.ST

BEAUTIFUL SERVICES MARK THE
FUNERAL OF THE LATE REV.
W. R. QUIGGIN

ALL KINDS OF
LAYER CAKES, LOAF CAKES, ANGEL FOOD CAKES

000 IS

,

Cents in Washing
AND WIRE SCREENING

LAID

baking, but buy your cakes, pies, salt paratory to taking over thje superin
rising ibread, salads and baked beans tendent's duties. George Morsehead,
at Hedgcock's tomorrow at 10 o'clock regularly employed as cashier of the
Castaneda hotel, who acted as manag
Clifford McClanahan, until recently er of the hostelry during Mr. Plow'
employed by the Rosenthal Furniture man's trip to California, will contluue
company," will leave Las Vegas on in this capacity while Mr. Plowman
July 25 for Dayton, O., where he will is holding down Mr. Stein's job.
be employed as Immigration agent for
the Canadian Pacific. Mrs. MoCIana-ba- n The new building of the Romero
and eon will accompany him to Mercantile company on the Plaza Is
Ohio.
nearlng completion and the establish
ment Is using a part of the structure
In
Bernallna Sousa, a native of Old for the housing of merchandise.
Mexico, who had been committekl from a short time all departments will be
Carlsbad to the state hospital for the moved in and business will be resum
insane here, died yesterday In Saint ed at the old stand just as before the
Joseph's hospital in Albuquerque as fire. The Danziger brothers, whose
the result of injuries received when building was destroying by the same
she jumped from Santa Fe train No. fire which burned the Romero build
811, four miles south of the Dukfl City ing, are making arrangements to reWednesday night while being brought build at once. The Furlong building,
to the Meadow City. The woman has which was gutted in the fire of two
weeks ago, is being repaired. This
no relatives and will be burled in
structure is located on Bridge street
near tae Gallinas river. The Cooley
Just west of the Furlong
building,
son
Mr.
Mrs.
of
and
Chester Lowe,
Jack Lowe of this city, who was In structure, It is understood, will be re- jured In Albuquerque the first part f .paired, Thls building suffered severe
this week;, Is reported to be Improv- ly In the recent fire. Mr. Cooley, It Is
ing rapidly. Lowe, who was working understood, expects v to make the
at a drilling machine In the Santa Fe, structure one story in height For
shops, was struck over the eye by a merly it had a second story, while the
piece of a broken drill, and at first the lower floor was low. Mr. Cooley
the doctors though he might lose will raise the lower floor and elimin-

"Mr-tre

SffltEN COORS, WINDOW SCREENS

SERVANT OF

The board of county commissioners
will meet tomorrow morning in l&e
court house for the purpose of fixing
See Van Petten for Insurance.
the tax levy for the current fiscal
year. The levy, it la understood, will
bourboo
of
Ola
dram
T.vlor
Try
no higher than last year's, If at
be
' th
Opera Bar.
high, in BPlte of the increased state
FurnlBhefl rooms. - Mrs. M. Ken- tax. The fixing of the levy Is expected to require practically all day tonedy, 328 Grand avenue
morrow. The session Is an adjourned
commissioners.
Our entire line of Bummer millinery regular meeting of the
f
off. Slraes.
K. T. Plowman,
managei' of the
act a superin
will
hotel,
CajBtaneda
Furnished rooms for light housedivision of the
western
of
the
tendent
Lincoln.
810
T.
J. Carvlll,
keeping.
Harvey House system, during the vad cation of John Stein. Mr. Plowman,
Finch'i Golden Wedding R7.
in the wood. Direct from distillery who has been In California for the
past two weeks, arrived In Albuquer
to yoo. At the Lobby, of course.
que last night and will make' a trip
Don't bother about your Saturday over the division with Mr. Stein pre

the sight of his right eye. However,
the danger, of, this Is now practically
over, and though the eye may not be
as strong as In the past, the Injury
will not prove permanent
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SUGARITE

display of new mid
Strass'.

LOCAL NEWS

HAVE IN FRESH FRUIT

Everything that

FRIDAY, JULY 19, 1912.

BOUCHER!
"The Store of Satisfaction"

507

3

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Maker of Uncomrron Jewlery.

i
EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

